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The isomorphism theory of matrix groups, which began over fields, has in 
recent years turned to rings. Developments over rings have been primarily 
in two separate directions: the first is concerned with the classical groups and 
their congruence groups over integral domains, while the second is concerned 
with algebraic groups and their arithmetic subgroups. So the first direction con- 
siders a very general underlying domain, while the second considers more general 
groups of matrices. For a historical account of these matters refer to the books of 
DieudonnC [12] and O’Meara [27] and the survey article by Mostow [22]. For 
more recent results consult the references of the present article. 
Regarding the first direction, which is considered here, the theory is complete 
(with isolated exceptions) for the linear groups in general, the symplectic groups 
in general, and the unitary groups under additional assumptions of isotropy. 
As in the classical situation over fields, every isomorphism between such groups 
is determined in a natural way by a “metric preserving” semilinear isomorphism 
of the underlying spaces. In sharp contrast, results for the orthogonal groups 
exist only for arithmetic and local domains, but not for arbitrary integral 
domains. Refer to O’Meara [26], Hahn [14] and Prasad [31] for example. 
It is the purpose of this paper to extend the isomorphism theory of the ortho- 
gonal groups from these special domains to arbitrary integral domains. One 
insurmountable obstruction becomes apparent quickly: in any dimension there 
exist free b-modules with anisotropic quadratic structure, the orthogonal groups 
of which are trivial (for instance, see 3.1 of [26]); take two such situations in 
different dimensions; these orthogonal groups are obviously isomorphic since 
they are trivial; but their spaces cannot be connected with a semilinear isomor- 
phism since their dimensions are not equal. So isotropy assumptions are inevitable 
in the isomorphism theory of the orthogonal groups over arbitrary integral 
domains. It is the goal of this paper to prove that isotropy assumptions are also 
sufficient. 
* This research was supported in part by NSF grant MC574-06446 A02 at the Uni- 
versity of Notre Dame. 
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More specifically, let o be an arbitrary integral domain and let V be a regular, 
n-dimensional (finite) quadratic space over the field of quotients of o. To allow 
for the simultaneous treatment of the various integral subgroups of PO,(V), 
“full” groups are introduced. It is then shown that all relevant integral orthogonal 
groups (except finite ones in anisotropic situations) are full. See 3.1-3.4 and 
6.1-6.4 below. Let or be another integral domain and let I’, be a regular, 
m-dimensional (again finite) quadratic space over its field of quotients. In 
addition, let A and A, be full groups in PO,(V) and PO,(V& respectively, and 
assume that A: A --f A, is an isomorphism onto A, . Special cases of our main 
theorems (6A and 6B) now read as follows: 
THEOREM A. Suppose dim V 2 5 with ind V 2 2, but that not both V and 
VI are 8-dimensional hyperbolic spaces. Then, but for one exception, there is a 
metric preserving, semilinear isomorphism g: V -j VI so that 
The $g is defined by Gg(o) = gag-l, with the map GL + GLICen. 
The exception involves the pair of isomorphic orthogonal groups PO&F,) N 
PO,@,) with both Witt indices equal to 2. 
THEOREM B. Suppose V and VI are both 8-dimensional hyperbolic spaces, 
equip VI with the structure of a Cayley algebra and let vpl and IJI% be the associated 
triality automorphisms of PO,‘( V,). Then there is a metric preserving, semilinear 
isomorphism g: V---f VI such that either 
(1) A =GJA; or A _C PO,‘(V), A, _C PO,‘( V,) and 
(2) A = & 1 A OY (3) A = ~~3~ 1 A. 
Refer to Section 2B below for the definitions of generalized Cayley algebras 
and the associated triality automorphisms. Proposition 2.26 implies that the 
triality automorphisms are not G8’s. We note also that the G9 of Theorems A 
and B is unique. 
The paper concludes with series of examples which show that the hypotheses, 
(dimension, Witt index, full) of Theorem A are all necessary. 
1. BASIC CONCEPTS 
Consider a vectorspace V over a field F and suppose that dim V = n is finite. 
Denote by GL,( V) the general linear group and by RL,(V) the subgroup of 
scalar transformations. Let 
P: GL,( V) + GL,( V)/RL,( V) 
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be the natural map. For a nonempty subset S of GL,(V) we often write s 
instead of PS. 
Let 0 E GL,(V). The residual space R, the fixed space P and the residue 
res 0, of 0 are defined by the equations 
R = (u - l,)V, P = ker(u - ly) and res u = dim R. 
We have, dim R + dim P = n and in particular, res 0 = 0 o (J = 1”. 
Clearly e and u-1 have the same R, P and res. It is easily checked that if L is a 
line of V with OL = L then L is in R or in P, and if W is any subspace of V 
containing R, then aW = W. 
CONVENTION. Whenever a 0 in GL,(V) is under consideration, R will 
automatically denote the residual space of (J and P will automatically refer to 
the fixed space of u. Also, Ri and Pi for ui , R’ qnd P’ for Z, and R,’ and Pi’ 
for Z:i , will have analogous meaning. 
Let or and g2 be in GL,(V). Then (~auru;~ has residual space u,R1 and fixed 
space uzPl . In particular res ua(~~u.;~ = res o1 and if u1 and u2 commute then 
a,R1 = R, and uzP1 = P1 . Let u = (T~(I~. Then R C R, + R, and res u 2 
res e1 + res u2 . Refer to Chapter 1 of [27] for further elementary facts. We 
assume these as known. 
A linear transformation u in GL,(V) is said to be unipotent if (U - 1,)" = 0 
for some k > 0. Refer for example to Chapter 5 of [27] for elementary properties 
of these mappings. Note the additional fact that the product of commuting 
unipotent transformations is unipotent. We next record three facts, all easily 
verified. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let CJ and u1 be elements in GL,( V) with u unipotent and 
resu,<n.Iffa=&,thenu=u,. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let u and u1 be in GL,( V). Suppose that u is either z&potent 
or that res CT < +z. Then 
-- uq = GlcT 5 uul = ulu. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let u be in GL,,(V). If OL = L for all lines L in V, u is in 
RL(V’). 
We now suppose that the vectorspace V is equipped with a quadratic form i.e., 
a mapping 
Q: V + F such that 
Q(xx) = ~“Q(x) for all 01 in F, x in V; and 
Wx, Y) = Qk + Y) - Q(x) - Q2( Y) 
defines a symmetric bilinear form on V, B: V x V---f F. 
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Let V* = {X E V 1 B(x, V) = O}. The quadratic space V is called regular if 
V* = 0; and nondegenerate if there are no nonzero vectors x in V* satisfying 
Q(X) = 0. If charF # 2, the concepts regular and nondegenerate coincide. 
We suppose that V is a nondegenerate quadratic space. In addition, in order 
to economize this presentation, we now assume that charF # 2, but assert that 
virtually all results that follow are either valid or have a natural analogue, without 
this assumption. See Section 6. 
We refer to [ 11, [ 181 and [24] for basic facts concerning quadratic spaces. Note 
that our definition of quadratic form follows [ 181 rather than [24]. All subsequent 
notation and terminology however are taken from [24]. We add one definition: 
a subspace W of V is called degenerate if rad W # 0; and totally degenerate if 
rad W= Wand W#O. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Suppose II, and II2 me two totally degenerate planes of V 
and that IIll n II2 = 0. Then 
dim(rad(n, + 17,)) = 0, 2 or 4. 
Proof. If B(17,, n,) = 0, then clearly rad(J7i + 17,) = fl, + 17, and we 
are done. So suppose B(R; , n,) # 0. If either, rad(l7, + 17,) n ni = 0 
or rad(n, + 17,) n I7, = 0, then rad(ni + fl,) = 0 in straightforward 
manner. Since B(n, , fl,) # 0, we therefore suppose that both rad(lT, -+ 17,) A nr 
and rad(ni + us) n flT, are lines. These are distinct since n, n II2 = 0. 
Since B(R; ,17J # 0, n, + I& contains a hyperbolic plane. This forces 
rad(n, + na) to be a plane. Q.E.D. 
Denote by GO,(V) the group of all u in GL,( V) such that Q(~x) = cu,Q(x) for 
all x in V and a fixed, nonzero OL, in F. Clearly RL,( V) _C GO,(V). Now let O,(V) 
be the orthogonal group of V, O,+(V) its rotation group, O,‘(V) its spinorial 
kernel and finally 52,(V) its commutator subgroup. We have, 
Q,(V) C O,‘(V) C O,+(V) C O,(V) C GO,(V). 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let U, and a, be in O,(V). If 5,6, = cS& , then q2u2 = u2ulz. 
Proof. Use the fact that RL,( V) n O,(V) = { & 1 v). Q.E.D. 
We conclude Section 1 by letting V be a hyperbolic space and recalling certain 
facts from Section 6, Chapter II of [12]. 
Let $9 be the set of maximal totally degenerate subspaces of V. It follows from 
Witt’s theorem that O,(V) acts transitively on %?. This no longer holds for the 
group O,+(V). More specifically, there are two nonempty disjoint subsets %‘r 
and %FZ of V with g = %‘i U V, so that for any u E O,(V) either 
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Moreover, u E O,+(V) o oV1 = V1 and a%, = Vs , and O,+(V) acts transitively 
on both VI and Vz . The sets %Y1 and V, with these properties are unique and 
are called the two classes of intransitivity for the group O,+(V). Further, U and 
Ware in the same class 0 +n - dim(U n W) is an even integer. 
Now let V, be a second hyperbolic quadratic space, let Fl and Q1 be the 
underlying field and form, respectively. Suppose that g: V + V, is a semilinear 
isomorphism onto V, with associated field isomorphism CL: F -+ Fl, Assume 
that there is an 01 E Fl such that 
Ql(gx) = aQ(x)u for all x in V. 
Note that g and g-l preserve dimension and intersection of subspaces. Also g 
and g-1 preserve totally degenerate subspaces. 
Let & and 9s be the two classes of intransitivity for the group O,+(V1). 
Now let U and W be maximal totally degenerate subspaces of V. Then U and W 
are in the same class o &z-dim( U n W) is even Q +z-dim(gU n gW) is even o 
gU and gW all in the same class. It follows that either 
In particular taking I’, = V, we have for a E GO,(V) that either 
u%‘r = %‘I and a%‘, = 5Yz , or 
(T%?~ = Vz and c&Z’, = $Y1. 
This allows the definition of the group GO,+(V) as follows: 
GO,+(V) = {u E GO,(V) 1 c&‘r = %?i and u%?~ = Vz}. 
Note that GO,+(V) is a subgroup of index 2 of GO,( k’), that &,( I’> C GO,*(v) 
and that 
o,+(v) = GO,+(V) n O,(V). 
It is easy to verify that 
PO,+(~) = PGO,+( V) n PO,(V). 
Finally, we remark that the definition given above is not the usual one. Refer 
to Section 13, Chapter II of [12] and to [3]. In the hyperbolic situation under 
consideration here, it is straightforward to show that all the definitions are 
equivalent. 
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2. DEGENERATE ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
In Section 2, we let V be a regular quadratic space with dim V = n$nite, over 
a jield F with char F # 2. 
Denote by Q and B the quadratic and bilinear forms of V, respectively. 
2A. RESIDUAL SPACES OF ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
We begin by recording basic facts and concepts from Sections 1 of [25] and [26]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let o E O,(V). Then R* = P and P* = R. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let u1 and u2 be in O,(V) and put CJ = (T~(T~ . If Rl n R, = 0, 
then R = Rl @ R, . 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let u1 and c2 be in O,(V). Then 
(1) If B(R, , RJ = 0, ala, = a,al . 
(2) If up2 = upI and R, n R, x 0, then B(R, , R2) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let u E O,(V). Then u E O,+(V) * res a is even. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let u E O,(V). We say that u is a plane rotation if res u = 2. 
We say that u is regular, degenerate or totally degenerate, according as R is regular, 
degenerate or totally degenerate. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let a E O,(V) with cr # 1 v . Then 
(1) If u is unipotent, then u is degenerate, and 
(2) If u is totally degenerate or a degenerate plane rotation, then u is uni- 
potent. 
Proof. If CJ is unipotent, then u / R is unipotent. So R n P # 0. So by 2.1. 
R n R* # 0. So R is degenerate. If u is totally degenerate, then R G P by 2.1. 
So (u - 1V)2V = 0 and u is unipotent. Assume that u is a degenerate plane 
rotation. If R is totally degenerate, u is unipotent by the above. So assume 
rad R is a line. By 1.3.8 of [27] and 2.4, u 1 R IS a transvection with line rad R. 
It follows that (u - 1V)2R = 0 and therefore that (u - ly)3 = 0. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose n = 3 and that 0 in O,(V) is a degenerate plane 
rotation. Then there is a unique line L with UL = L, namely rad R. 
The degenerate plane rotations of O,(V) can be described in terms of the 
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“Ed,, transformations” of Siegel-Eichler. We recall their definitions and basic 
properties from Section 1 of [25]. 
Suppose i in V is isotropic and let w e (Fi)* be arbitrary. Define the linear 
transformation Ei,w by the equation 
Ei,,(x) = x + B(x, i)w - B(x, w)i - Q(w)B(x, i)i 
for all x in V. The factor fr of [2.5] is absent here, due to notational differences 
regarding the quadratic form. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let i be an isotropic vector in V. Let u, w in (Fi)*, 01 E F 
and u in O,(V) be arbitrary, Then ’ 
(1) JA.w E On’(V). 
(2) Ei,w = lV~w~Fi.Ifw#Fi,thmFi~FwistheresidualspaceofEi,w. 
(3) Eai,w = Ei,aw , Ei,u+w = Eisu . Ei,w 9 and E& = Ei,-w . 
(4) oEi,wo-l = Eoc,ow *
For any anisotropic vector a of V define the transformation 7, by the equation 
T&v) = x - q-c, u)@z)-‘a 
for all x in V. It is easily checked that ‘a E O,(V) and that Fa and (Fu) * are the 
residual space and fixed space of 7, , respectively. These orthogonal transforma- 
tions are the symmetries. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Suppose i is an isotropic vector in V. Let w E (Fi)* be 
anisotropic. Then 
An important fact concerning the Ei,w’s is 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let II be a degenerate plane in V, let i, be any isotropic 
vector in 17, and let w be any vector in I7, that is not in Fi. So w E (Fi)*. The set of 
plane rotations with residual space I7 is 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let u E O,(V) be a degenerate plane rotation. Then (I has 
order p if char F = p # 0 and 0 has infinite order if char F = 0. 
Proof. Apply 2.10 and 2.8. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let u be a degenerate plane rotation in O,(V), and let Z 
in O,(V) be arbitrary. Then Zu = u,Z o .ZR = R and det(Z 1 R) = 1. 
481/51/1-16 
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Proof. Apply 1.19 of [25] and 2.11. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let u1 and u2 be degenerate plane rotations in O,(V). 
(1) If R, = Rz , then u1u2 = unul . 
(2) If R, n R, is a line, then uIus = u2u1 -t> R, n A!% is isotropic. 
(3) If R, n R, = 0, then up2 = U~U~ o B(Rl , R,) = 0. 
Proof. (1) follows from 2.10 and 2.8 (3), and (3) follows from 2.3. It remains 
to prove (2). If R, n R, is an isotropic line, then again by 2.10 and 2.8 (3), u1 
and u2 commute. Now assume that RI n R, is a line and that uros = uzul . By 
Section 1, u,(R, n RJ = R, n R, . By 2.6, ur is unipotent. So R, n R, _C Pl . 
So by2.1, RIn R, C RI* n R, . Therefore R, n R, is isotropic. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let a, and u2 be totally degenerate plane rotations in O,(V) 
and set u = u1u2 . Then R C R, + R, , and 
(1) IfR,=R,,theneitheru=IvorR=RI=R,. 
(2) If Rl n Rz is a line then u is a degenerate plane rotation, which is totally 
degenerate o R, + R, is totally degenerate. If R, $ R, is not totally degenerate, 
then 
rad R = rad(R, + R,) = R, n R, . 
(3) IfR,nR,=O,,thenR=R,@R,. 
(4) If R, n R, = 0 and Ri, @ R, is regular, then 
--I -1 has R, = R, @ R, . 
Proof. By Section 1, R 2 R, -+ R, . If R, = R, , then R C Rl . By 2.6 (2) 
and 2.4, R = 0 or R = R, . This proves (1). 
We prove (2). It follows easily that R, + R, is totally degenerate or that 
rad(R, + R,) = R, n R, . By 2.10 we may put u1 = Ei,, and us = EisU with 
Fi=R,nR,, R,=FiIFw and R,=FiIFu. By2.8 (3), u===E~,~+~, 
Clearly 
If R, + R, is totally degenerate, then w + u is isotropic and u is totally degenerate 
by 2.8 (2). If u is totally degenerate then again by 2.8 (2), Q(w + U) = 0. Since w 
and u are isotropic, Fw @ Fu is therefore totally degenerate. So Rl + R, is 
totally degenerate. If Rl + R, is not totally degenerate, then w + u is anisohopic 
and therefore rad R = Fi. This proves (2). 
Since (3) is a direct consequence of 2.2, it remains to prove (4). Put W = 
R, @ R, . By Section 1, a1 W = W. By 2.1, u1 / W* = 1 w* . Therefore or 1 W 
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has residual space R, , and by 2.4, u1 1 WE O,+(W). So by Section 1, R, and 
alRz are in the same class of intransitivity for O,+(W). By 2.1 the fixed space 
of or 1 W is its residual space, namely R, . If u,R, = R, then it follows easily 
that RR, f~ R, # 0. Therefore ulRz # R, and hence by Section 1, qR, n R, = 0. 
Clearly therefore uIR, @ R, = W. By Section 1, ~G~zo;’ has residual space 
u,R, . By 2.2 therefore, the residual space of q, = (J~(T~(s$J~~ is qR, @ R, . 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.15. Suppose u in O,,,(V) is totally degenerate. Let 17 be a 
totally degenerate plane of V such that dim(ul7 + II) = 4. Then a17 + II is 
either totaZZy degenerate or regular. 
Proof. Put II = Fi 1 Fj with i and j isotropic, and let W = ul7 + Il. 
It is clear that W = Fi @ Fuj @ Fj @ Fui. Since Q(oi - i) = 0, B(ui, -i) = 
Q(ui - i) - Q(ui) - Q(-i) = 0. Th ere ore f B(ui, i) = 0 and similarly, 
B(uj, j) = 0. So W = (Fi @ Fuj) 1 (Fj @ Fui). 
By 2.1, (u - 1 .)R = 0. So (a - 1 v)2V = 0 and therefore u2i = 2ui - i. Thus 
B(ui, j) = B(u2i, uj) = B(2ui - i, uj) 
= 2B(ui, uj) - B(i, uj) = --B(i, uj). 
In particular B(ui, j) = 0 e B(i, uj) = 0. Therefore Fi @ Fuj and Fj @ Fui 
are either both totally degenerate or both hyperbolic planes. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.16. Suppose u is a totally degnerate lement of O,(V). Then 
there is a totally degenerate plane II in V such that uII + II is regular and 
dim(uU + n) = 4. 
Proof. Since R # 0, res u 2 1. We show first that res u 2 2. If R is an 
isotropic line, embed R in a hyperblic plane H. By Section 1, u j H = H and 
UR = R. Again by Section 1, u j HE O,+(H). By 2.1 and 2.4, res(u j H) = 2, 
a clear contradiction to the assumption that R is a line. So dim R 2 2. By 2.6, 
u is unipotent, by 2.1 in fact (U - 1V)2 = 0. Thus u2x = 20x - x for all x in V. 
Note that if L is any line of V that is not in P, then UL + L is a plane since u 
is unipotent, and u(uL @L) = UL @ L. 
By 43.10 of [24] th ere is an isotropic line L, $ P. So uL, # L, and therefore 
(uL,)* # L,*. Let L,* = L, 1 W be a radical splitting ofL,*. Since ind B 2 2, 
W is isotropic. So W and hence L,* has a base of isotropic vectors. Choose 
therefore an isotropic line L, _C L,* with L, $ (uL,)*. In particular L, $ P. Put 
L, = Fi. Since 
B(ui, -i) = Q(ui - i) - Q(ui) - Q(-i) = 0, 
L, C (uL,)*. so L, #L, . From above, u(uL, @L,) = uL, @L, . So uL, _C 
L, @ u-IL,. Now if B(&L, , L,) = 0, then since B(L, , L,) = 0, we have 
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B(uL, , L,) = 0, but this contradicts the choice ofL, . So B(a-lL1 , L,) # 0 and 
hence B(L, , uL,) # 0. 
Now put Jl = L, i L, and consider an + 17. We have, 
Since L, $ (uL,)* and B(L, , uL,) f 0, both L, + aL, and L, + uL, are hyper- 
bolic planes. Since B(L, , L,) = 0, B(uL, , uL2) = 0. From above, B(L, , uL,) = 0. 
Similarly, B(L2 , uL,) = 0. Therefore the hyperbolic planes L, @ uL, and 
L, @ uL, are orthogonal. This proves the proposition. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.17. Let u in O,(V) be totally degenerate. Then res u is even and u 
is theproduct of & res u totally degenerateplane rotations (but no fewer). In particular, 
u E O,‘(V). 
Proof. By 2.1, R _C P and therefore u2x = 2ux - x for all x in V. By 2.16 
there is a totally degenerate plane L’, in V such that uL7r + fl, is regular with 
dim(ul7, + f12) = 4. Put un, + L7r = W, . Since u2x = 2ux - x for all x 
in V, uW, = W, . It is clear that G j W, is totally degenerate. Therefore by 2.6 
and 2.4, u 1 W, is a totally degenerate plane rotation. Since 
we may apply induction and write 0 = u1u2 ... uk with cr? totally degenerate 
plane rotations and R, ,..., R, independent. By 2.2, R = R, @ *-a @ Ii,. 
So k = + res 0. If u = ur ... Us is the product of 1 totally degenerate plane 
notations ui with 1 < i res u, then since R C RI + ... + R, from Section 1, 
we have a contradiction by dimension considerations. Finally, that u E O,‘(V) 
follows from 2.8 (1) and 2.10. Q.E.D. 
2B. SPLIT QUATERNION AND CAYLEY ALGEBRAS 
In 2B we assume that V is hyperbolic with n = 4 or 8. Equip V with a multi- 
plicative structure such that V becomes an algebra (not necessarily associative) 
with identity e, satisfying 
Q&Y) = Q(x) Q(Y) 
for all x and y in V. Refer to [17], [ 181 or [2]. If dim V = 4, V is associative 
and is called a split quaternion algebra, and if dim V = 8, V is not associative 
and is called a split Cayley or octave algebra. 
PROPOSITION 2.18. The sets 59, = (iv ( i isotropic in V> and %Z2 = {Vi \ i 
isotropic in V} are the two classes of intransitivity for the group O,+(V). 
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Proof. If n = 8 this is done in Section 2 of [3]. For n = 4 and i and j 
isotropic, then as in Theorem 3 of [3] and remarks following, iV and Vj are 
distinct totally degenerate planes. Since any isotropic line of I’ is contained in 
precisely two totally degenerate planes, it follows that for any totally degenerate 
plane n of V there is an isotropic vector i so that .K7 = iY or Vi. Set gr = 
{z%’ / i isotropic in V} and gz = {V’ / z i isotropic in V} and let ‘6 be the set of 
totally degenerate planes of V. We have % = 5@i u gg and gr n CBz = o _ 
Now let u in O,+(V) be arbitrary. By 2.3 of [19], (IX = a&-l for all x in I/ and 
fixed invertible a and b in V. It follows that &r 5 3, and oz?Jz c gz . By 
considering u-l, we have &%, = g1 and 09, = Bz . Therefore by Section I, 
g1 and 5?z each contain a class of intransitivity for O,+(V). Since $@r n g2 = B 
and %‘r U V, = %?, we are done. Q.E.D. 
For (I E V with Q(a) + 0, define h, and pa by the equations 
A,(x) = ax for all x in I/, and 
pa(x) = xa for all x in V. 
Since Q(ax) = Q(u)Q(x) = Q(xa), ’ f 11 rt o ows that h, and pn are in GO,(V). By 
2.18, h, and pa are in GO,+(V). 
PROPOSITION 2.19. Let a E V with Q(a) # 0 and a #Fe. Then A, and pa 
have minimal polynomial X2 - B(e, a)X + Q(a). If Q(a) = 1 and B(e, a) = 2, 
then A, and pa are totally degenerate elements in O,(V) with residual spaces 
(a - e)V and V(a - e), respectively. 
Proof. The first part follows from elementary properties of quaternion and 
Cayley algebras; the second part is easy. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.20. Suppose n = 4. Let u in O,+(V) be a totally degenerate 
plane rotation. Then 
u = A,, OY u = Poe 
according as R E +?r or R E %‘, , 
Proof. Since R is totally degenerate plane, we have P = R* = R by 2.1. 
Since Q(e) = 1, e 6 P. So ue - e is a nonzero vector in R. Since (ue - e)V and 
V(ue - e) are distinct totally degenerate planes containing ue - e, refer to 2.18, 
wehaveR=(ue-e)VorR=V(ue-e). 
Assume R = (ue - e)V. So by 2.19, h,, has residual space R. By 2.1, P is the 
fixed space of X,, . By 2.4, u and A,, and therefore a-l& are in O,+(V). Since 
u-~,I,,, 1 P @Fe = lPaFe, we have u = X,, again by 2.4. Proceed similarly if 
R = V(ue - e). Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 2.21. Suppose n = 4. Let u E O,+(V) be arbitrary. Then there 
exist anisotropic a and b in V with Q(a) = Q(b)-’ so that a = h,fb . 
Moreover, letting U = (Fe)*, we have that the mapping 
cp: o,+(v) + o,+(u) x o,q U) 
dejned by v&d = &pa-1 I K A-qb I u) is a well-de$ned homomorphism with 
kernel { +l y}. 
Proof. Refer to Section 2 of [19]. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.22 (1) Let a be a totally degenerate plane rotation of O,+(V). 
Then 
P,(U) = (7, 1 u) or ~(4 = (lu ,T) 
according as R E Kl or R E gz , 7 in each case being a degenerate plane rotation in 
o,+~(lJ). 
(2) Let LJ be a unipotent element of 04&(V). Then 
PC4 = CT1 9T.2) 
with TV and 72 in O,+(U) both unipotent. 
(3) Let a, and u2 be totally degennerate plane rotations in O,+(V) with 
R, n R, = 0. Then 
according as R, E %I or R, E %?:r , 7 in each case being a regular plane rotation in 
0:3+( w 
Proof. We prove (I). Assume R E V, . The other case is similar. By 2.20, 
u = A,, . Put ue = a. By 2.1 and 2.18, P = R == (a - e)V. It is easy to check 
that F(a - e) C U. Since U is regular with dim U = 3 and R is a totally degen- 
erate plane, R n U = F(a - e). By definition of q~, 
Put T = X,p,,+ 1 L;. Since u $ ker 9, res 7 = 2 by 2.4. Since T(a - e) = a - e, 
7 has fixed space the isotropic line F(a - e) of U. By 2.1 therefore, 7 is a degen- 
erate plane rotation. 
We demonstrate (2). By 2.4, res u = 0 or 2. If res u = 0, then u = IV , 
and the result is obvious. So assume res u = 2. By 2.6, u is a degenerate plane 
rotation. If a is totally degenerate, the result follows from 2.6 and (1). SO suppose 
a is not totally degenerate. By 2.10, u = Ei,w with w E (Fi)* anisotropic. Let 
(Fi)* = Fi 1 W be a radical splitting of (Fi)* with w E W. Since ind V = 2 
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and W* is a hyperbolic plane, W is a hyperbolic plane. Let j and u be isotropic 
vectors in w, so that w = j + u. By 2.8, E,,j and Ei,U are totally degenerate plane 
rotations whose product is u. By 2.8, the residual spaces of Ei,j and EieU intersect 
in a line. They therefore belong to distinct classes of intransitivity. Now apply (1) 
and 2.6 to E,,j and Ei,u . 
Finally, the proof of (3). Assume R, E V, . The other case is done similarly. 
By Section 1, R, E %‘:1 , and by 2.2, u1u2 has residual space V. If ul(rg = - 1 y , 
then ui = -CT;' contradicting 2.6. So uluz $ ker F. It is easy to pick a base 
{i, u} for R, and {j, V} for R, so that {i, u,j, V} is a skew-hyperbolic base for V, 
refer to 1A of [25]. Applying 2.10 and using the definition of “Ei,,,” it is straight- 
forward to show that neither qua nor -qua is a totally degenerate plane rotation. 
So by 2.20 and 2.19, u1u2 = X, where a $ Fe, Q(a) = 1 and B(e, a) = (Y with 
01 # &2. By 2.21 
P&l = @,f,-l I u, 1”)’ 
Put 7 = h,p,-1 1 U and consider the vector 2a - Lue. Since B(e, e) = 2Q(e) = 2 
and B(e, 2a) = 201, 2a - ae E U. Since Q(2a - o1e) = Q(2u) + Q(-cYe) - 
2c&(u, e) = 4 - 01~ # 0, 2u - oLe is anisotropic. Clearly 2u - ale is in the fixed 
space of T. Since u1u2 6 ker v, res T = 2 by 2.4. So by 2.1, 7 is a regular plane 
rotation. Q.E.D. 
Remark. It can be shown that the homomorphism 9) of 2.21 is the restriction 
of a (similarly defined) surjective homomorphism from GO,+(V) onto O,+(U) x 
O,+(U) with kernel liL,( V). This fact will not be used however. 
We now assume 12 = 8 and recall certain facts from Section 1 of [3]. Note the 
notational changes. 
PROPOSITION 2.23. Let a E GO,+(V). Then there exists u1 and u2 in GO,+(V) 
such that 
4XY) = 44 u2( Y> 
for all x undy in V. The elements CT, and u2 are unique up to factors in RL.,( V). 
Now let - be the canonical involution of V, and define for u in GO,(V), the 
linear transformation 6 by 
6(x) = t&r(Z) for all x in V. (The 01, is defined in Section 1.) 
COROLLARY 2.24. We have a1 , u2 and 6 in GO,+(V), and 
dv) = 49~2(Yh U,@Y) = %W 4rr 
and B(xy) = c+~(x) al(y) for all x and y in V. 
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PROPOSITION 2.25. The equations 
define automorphisms of PGO,+(V) which by restriction give automorphisms of 
PO,‘(V). 
Remark. The automorphisms of 2.25 will be called triality automorphisms. 
One has in particular, refer to 2.11 of [15], 
PROPOSITION 2.26. If a and b in V are anisotropic, 
Finally, we prove 
PROPOSITION 2.21. Let ~7 E PO,+(V) - PO,‘(V). Then ~~0 and rp.$ are in 
PGO,+( V) but not in PO,(V). 
Proof. We may take u E O,+(V). By Corollary 3 of [3], B(a) = OL$~ = LX&~~~. 
Since, e(u) f P2, (Y, $p2 and q2 $p2. Suppose r?r E PO,(V). So a1 = PZr with 
,Zi E G,(V) and /3 E F. Therefore ~(orx) = p2fJ(x), contradicting the fact that 
a~,~ $ F2. So & .$ PO,(V). Similarly 3s 6 PO,(V). Q.E.D. 
3. FULL GROUPS 
Let V be a regular quadratic space over a jield F with char F # 2, and suppose 
that dim V = n is finite. 
3A. DEFINITION AND EXAMPLES 
DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose V is isotropic with n 2 3. Let G be a subgroup 
of O,(V). We say that G is full, if for every degenerate plane n of V there is a o 
in G with R = n. Now let A be a subgroup of PO,(V). We say that A is full 
if A = PG for a full subgroup G of O,(V). 
DEFINITION 3.1A. If n 2 3 with V isotropic, and if G is a full subgroup 
of O,(V), it follows easily that G is infinite * F is infinite. Now let V be an- 
isotropic with n 2 3. So F is infinite. We say that a subgroup G of O,(V) is full 
if G is infinite. Finally, for any V with n 5 2, any subgroup of O,(V) is called 
full. As in 3.1, we say that a subgroup A of PO,(V) is full if A = PG for a 
full subgroup G of O,(V). (See Note added in proof.) 
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If 12 2 3 with V isotropic or anisotropic, and if d _C PO,(V) is full, then it is 
seen that A is infinite o F is infinite. 
We list series of examples of full subgroups of O,(V). Applying P gives 
examples of full subgroups of PO,(V). 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let G be any subgroup of O,(V) satisfying 
sZ,( V) C G C O,(V). 
Then G is full. 
Proof. For n 2 2 this is obvious. For n 2 3 and V anisotropic this follows 
from facts about the order of fin(V), refer to Section 1 of [25]. For n 2 3 and V 
isotropic apply 2.10, 2.8 and note that G,(V) = O,‘(V). Q.E.D. 
For the definitions of the concepts used in the hypotheses of 3.3 and 3.4 
below refer for example to [24] and [27]. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Suppose V is isotropic. Let o be an integral domain with F 
as field of quotients and let M be a bounded o-module on V. Let a be any 
nonzero ideal in o. Then any subgroup G of O,(V) satisfying 
O,+(M; a) C G C O,(V) 
is full. 
Proof. Apply 2.6 of [26] and 2.10. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Suppose n 2 3. Let F be a global field and S a Dedekind set 
of spots on F. Let o = o(S), let M be an o-lattice on V and let a be a nonzero 
ideal in o. Let G be any subgroup of O,(V) satisfying 
O,+(IM; a) C G C O,(M) 
Then G is full o there is a spot p outside S so that V, is isotropic. 
Proof. If I’ is isotropic this is a special case of 3.3. If V is anisotropic refer 
to 3.1 and 3.3 both of [26] and to 4.4 of [14] and its proof. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 3.4A. Let F be an algebraic number field S the set of nonarchi- 
medean spots on F, and G an arithmetic subgroup of O,(V). Then G is full 0 VP 
is isotropic for some spot p outside S. 
Proof. Refer to Section 7 of [4], and let the M above be free. Since 
G n O,(M) has finite index in O,(M), it remains to prove that G is full if V is 
isotropic. If &’ is a degenerate plane of V and cx in O,(M) has R = l7, then by 
2.11, u has infinite order. So some power of 0, say ur , is nontrivial and in 
G n O,(M). By 2.4, R, = I7. So G is full. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose V is isotropic and n 2 4. Let A be a full subgroup 
of PO,( V). So A = PG with G a full subgroup of O,(V). 
Let Fi be any isotropic line of V, and consider 
H = {u E G j o = EC,, with w E (Fi)*}. 
Then A = PH is an Abelian subgroup of A. Moreover, 
(1) A is in$nite 0 F is infinite, 
(2) If char F = p, then Op = i, for all a E A, 
(3) If card F = pk, then card A _2 P~(+~)+I. 
Proof. It is immediate from the properties of the projection map P that it 
suffices to prove the proposition with H in place of A. 
The fact that H is an Abelian subgroup of G follows from 2.8. Also by 2.8 
we have (2). If card F is finite it is clear that His. 
It remains to prove (3) and that F is finite if H is. 
PutL=FiandletnbeanyplaneofVoftheformT;T=LIL,.LetoEG 
be any element with R = II. By 2.10, o = E,,W with Fw = L, . So u E H. It 
follows that distinct such planes 17 give rise to distinct 0’s. Now embed L in a 
hyperbolic plane U and put V = U I U*. If F is infinite, U* contains 
infinitely many lines, so by the remarks above, card H is infinite. 
Finally suppose card F = p% = q. How many distinct planes of the form 
L 1 L, does V contain ? Since dim Lx = n - 1, there are (qn-l - l)/(q - 1) 
lines in L*. So there are (q+1 - q)/(q - 1) 1 ines in L* distinct from L. Similarly 
each plane L J-L, contains (q2 - l)/(q - 1) - 1 = q lines distinct from L. 
So as L, runs through the lines of L* distinct from L, one obtains (q’+l - q)/ 
q(q - 1) = (qna2 - l)/(q - 1) distinct planes 17 in V of the form li’ = L IL, . 
For each such plane there is a u E H with R = Il. It follows from (2) that H 
contains (p - 1)(qe-2 - l)/(q - 1) distinct nontrivial elements. So 
card H 3 (P - l)W2 - 1) + 1 
q-1 
By (1) card H is finite, so by (2) H is a p-group. So card H = p’ for some r. 
Therefore 
p’ - 1 > q+2 - 1 
p--l’ q-l . 
We now have, 
pr-1 +pr-2 + --* + 1 2 qn-3 + q---e + *** + 1 
2 pun-3). 
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Butp’(p-2)>-1 >pr+l-2pr>-1 >2pr+l-2pP>pr+l-1 => 
2P’( p - 1) > pr+i - 1 =P 2p’ > (pr+l - l)/( p - 1) => 2pr > pr + *.+ + 1 * 
pr > p-1 $ ..- + 1. 
It follows therefore that k(n - 3) 5 r - 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose F is algebraically closed. Let (5 E GL,( V) satisfy UP = 1 V , 
for solne prime p # char F. 
If v = V& @ v, @ v-1 is the Jordan decomposition of V determined by u, then 
u = a4 v, @ /31 v, @ *** 
Proof. An easy consequence of the Jordan canonical form. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.6A. Let S be a subset of GL,( V) ojpairwise commuting elements 
satisfying op = 1 v for all u E S. Then there is a splitting V = L, @ 0’. @L, 
of V into lines such that 
SC{ar,lL1O...O~lnlL,I~i~F,oli~ = l}. 
Proof. If S c RL,(V) this is clear. Now assume S g RL,(V) and proceed 
by induction on n. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let p be a prime with p # charF. Suppose A is an Abelian 
subgroup of PO,(V) satisfying 5” = i, for all 5 E A. Then ifp # 2, 
card A 5 ps 
where s = in ijn is even and s = $-(n - 1) ijn is odd. 
Proof. It is clear that the map A -+ A2 given by ii + G2 is an isomorphism. 
So card A = card AZ. 
Now let H be the inverse image in O,(V) of A under P. Consider H2, the set 
of squares of elements of H. Since the map P: H2 4 A2 is onto, 
card A = card Aa _I card H2. 
Let 0 E H be arbitrary. Since cSn = i, , up = fl, , so (u2)p = Iv. If (T 
and ui are arbitrary in H, then since A is Abelian, u2u12 = u,%'J by 1.5. So Ha 
is a set of pairwise commuting elements of O,(V) satisfying UP = 1 y for all 
0EH2. 
To complete the proof we show that if S C O,(V) is a set of pairwise com- 
muting elements satisfying UP = 1 y for all (I E S, then 
P n/2 card S < 
if n is even, and 
pen-1112 if n is odd. 
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By going to an algebraic closure of F, we may assume that F is algebraically 
closed. The above statement is clearly true for n = 1, and for n = 2 by (3) 
42: 15 of [24], since V is isotropic. So assume n 2 3 and proceed by induction on n. 
By 3.6A there is a splitting of V into lines, so that 
We may assume that there is a (T E S with (T # I V . Put 
By reordering the lines L, ,... , L, if necessary, we may assume that a1 + 1. 
So L, is an isotropic line. Not all of L, ,..., L, can be orthogonal to L, since V 
is regular. Again reordering the lines if necessary we may suppose that U = 
L, @L, is a hyperbolic plane of V. Since I’ = U 1 U*, we may apply the 
induction hypothesis to O,(U) and O,& U*) to complete the proof. Q.E.D. 
Now let d be a fixed subgroup of PO,(V) and let G be the inverse image of d 
in O,(V) under the projection map P. Note that G is a subgroup of O,(V). 
For any subspace IV of V’, denote by n(w) the set 
Note that if W is a totally degenerate plane and (T in G has R C W, then by 2.17 
either u = 1 V or R = W. For any nonempty subset S of G or d, C(S) will 
denote the centralizer of S in G or d. If W is a subspace of V and S _C GL( W), 
then Cw denotes the centralizer of S in GL(W). Finally for any group H, DH 
denotes its commutator subgroup. 
3B. GROUP THEORY AND GEOMETRY FOR FULL GROUPS 
In 3B, A will be a full subgroup of PO,(V). It is clear that G is a full subgroup 
of O,(V). 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Suppose n 2 5 and ind V 2 2. Let II be any totally 
degenerate plane of V. Then there is a o E G with R = I7 and cr E DC(a). 
Proof. Put li’ = L, 1 L, with L, and L, isotropic lines and let L be an 
anisotropic line in II*. Let q and crs in G have R, = L, 1 L and R, = L, 1 L, 
respectively. By 2.10, or = E,,w and CJ~ = Ej,, with Fi = L, , Fj = Lz and 
Fw = L. Let (T = a,q~;ta;‘. By 2.1 and 2.8, j E P1 . Again by 2.8, 
So by 2.8 (2) R = U. By 2.13 both IJ~ and era commute with o. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 3.9. Suppose n = 4 and ind V = 2. Let 0 E G be a totally 
degenerate plane rotation. Then 5 $ DC(G). 
Proof. We show first that C(e) C PO,+(V). Let 1~ C(e) with Z E G be 
arbitrary. By 2.6 and 1.2, Z E C(u). Therefore by Section I, ZR = I?. Since R 
is a totally degenerate plane we have by Section I, that Z E O,+(V). 
Now consider the monomorphism 
I&: PO,‘(V) ---f o,+(u) x o,+(u) 
induced by the 9) of 2B. Put ~~(5) = (ur , ~a). By 2.22, either q = lLT or 
u2= 1,. Assume ua = 1 u , the other case being treated similarly. To prove 
the proposition it suffices to show that Co,+(u)(q) is Abelian. 
By 2.22, q is a degenerate plane rotation in O,+(U). Let Z:E O,+(U) be a 
nontrivial element commuting with u1 . By 2.4, res Z = 2. So by Section 1 and 
2.7, P’ = rad R,. So by 2.1, R’ = (rad R,)* = R, . So every nontrivial ..Z 
commuting with ur has R’ = R, . Now apply 2.13. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let u E G. Suppose 6 E DC@) and that the order of 5 
is either infkite, or that (T has order p if char F = p # 0. Then there is a positive 
integer r such that (TV = ur is a nontrivial unipotent element satisfying u1 E DC(+). 
Proof. An application of 1.5 gives -& E DC(u2) and since DC(cs2) is a group, 
ua E DC(2). If char F = p # 0 and 6 has order p, then (u”)” = 1 y and since 
p # 2, u2 is a nontrivial, unipotent element by Section 1. Now suppose c has 
infinite order. Clearly u2 E DCv(u2). So by 5.3.13 of [27], there is a positive 
integer s so that u2s is unipotent. Since C(uz) C C(u2$ it follows that u2s E DC(u2a). 
Since a has infinite order, u2s is nontrivial. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Suppose (T is a nontrivial unipotent element of G with 
u E DC(a). Then dim(rad R) 2 2. 
Proof. By 2.6, R is degenerate. So dim(rad R) 2 1. Let s be the smallest 
positive integer so that (u - l,)$V = 0. For each i, 1 5 i 5 s, put Ri = 
(u - 1 V)iV. Note that uRi = Ri for all i and that Ri+l = (u - lr,) Ri is the 
residual space of u 1 Ri. Clearly, 
R=R1~R21...~RRS-1~RS=(0). 
Using 2.1, gives 
Therefore (rad R) n Ri is the fixed space of u 1 Ri. If the fixed space of u / Ri 
is 0, then Ri is the residual space of u [ Ri. This is impossible for i 5 s - 1, due 
to the strict descent above. 
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Assume if possible that rad R is a line. So Ri 2 rad R for all i with i 2 s - 1. 
By Section 1, Ri+l has codimension one in Ri. Select y in V such that 
(u - l,)“-ly # 0. Clearly 
((u - 1 Y)Y,..., (0 - lY)s-lY) 
is a basis for R. Putting x = (0 - 1 y)y, we have that (x, OX,..., as-*x) is a basis 
for R. Applying 1.8 of [15] gives that C,(a ~ R) is Abelian. So OC(u 1 R) =: lR . 
Since (T E DC(a), u 1 R E DC,(u 1 R). S o u / R = lx. So by 2.1, R C P = Ii*. 
Therefore R = R n R* = rad R. Since rad R is a line this is a contradiction 
to 2.17. So dim(rad R) 2 2. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Let u be a totally degenerate lement in G. Then 
CC(o) C d(R). 
Proof. We let 2 E CC(G) with 2 E G be arbitrary and show that 2 E d(R). 
It suffices by 2.1 to prove that the fixed space of either 2 or -Z contains P. 
By2.17,dimRiseven.SinceR#O,dimR~2.By2.1,RCR*=P. 
(1) Assume dim R = 2. 
Let U be any degenerate plane in V with R n U # 0, and let ui E G have 
R, = U. By 2.13, uru = uur . By 2.6, ur is unipotent. So by 1.2, Zui = u,.Z. 
By 2.12, ZU = U and det .Z 1 U = 1. 
Now let L be any line of R and choose two degenerate planes U, and Us so 
that U, n U, = L. From above LX = L. So by 1.3, Z 1 R = alR with a: E@. 
Again from above, det Z / R = 1. So a: = & 1. Now let L be any line of P that 
is not in R. Since R* = P, let Us and U, be distinct degenerate planes both 
containing L and both intersecting R. From above .ZL = L. Therefore by I .3, 
Z / P = arl, with or EP. Since R C P, .Z 1 P = &lp. 
(2) Assume dim R 2 4. 
Let L be any line of P and choose distinct degenerate planes U, and U, in 
P both containing L. Applying 2.1 and 2.3, proceed as in (1). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.12A. Let u E G be a totally degenerate plane rotation. Then 
CC(C) = d(R). 
Proof. It suffices to show that d(R) C CC(s). Let z~ d(R) be arbitrary. We 
may assume that .Z E G with R’ _C R, and hence by 2.17, that R’ = R. Let a1 
be any element in C(5). We may take q E G. By 2.6, u is unipotent. So by 1.2, 
u1 E C(u). By 2.12, u,R = R and det ur j R = 1. So again by 2.12, Zu, = u&. 
Now 26, = Or2 and hence zip CC(G). Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 3.13. Let CI be a unipotent element in G with rad R a plane. Then 
CDC(c!) 1 d(rad R). 
Proof. Let zie d(rad R) b e arbitrary. We may assume that Z is a plane 
rotation in G with R’ = rad R. 
Now let ci, E DC(G) be arbitrary. Since u is unipotent, C(G) = C(o) by 1.2. 
So DC(c) = DC(u) and we may take err E DC(a). By Section 1, a,(rad R) = 
rad R and det(c, j rad R) = 1. Therefore by 2.12, Zu, = u,Z. So &r = 5,z. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Suppose n 2 5 and ind V 2 2. Let (T in G be a totally 
degenerate plane rotation. Then 
CDC(6) = d(R). 
Proof, In view of 3.12A, it suffices to show that CDC(5) C d(R). By 2.1, 
P = R* r> R. Since n 2 5, P 2 R. Let z E CDC(c?) be arbitrary. Assume Z E G. 
(1) We let L be any line of P that is not in R and show that ZL = L. 
Let L, be any line of R and consider the degenerate plane L, 1 L. Choose 
ur E G with R, = L, 1 L. By 2.10 put q = Ei,W with Fi = L, and Fw = L. 
Recall that 
EiJx) = x + B(x, i)w - B(x, w)i - Q(w) B(x, i)i. 
So (ul - l,)(Fi)* = Fi. Since R r = L, 1 L we may choose v # (Fi)* so that 
(ul - lr,)er = w. Now let L, be a line in R n (Fv)* and let ~3 E G have R, = 
L, 1 Fv. By 2.10 we may put uz = Ej,, with Fj = L, . Since R, n R # 0 and 
R, n R # 0, (or and uz commute with (J by 2.13. So us = u,u,u;~u;* E DC(u). 
Since j E (Fi 1_ Fw)*, j E R, * = PI by 2.8 and 2.1. So by 2.8, 
u 
3 
= u E. u-lE~l 
1 3.v 1 3.2) = EL,,,-, = 4, - 
Note that Fj # Fi since j f (Fv)* and i is not. Since us E DC(u), 17~ E DC(e). 
By 2.6, u3 is unipotent. So by 1.2, .Z (Jo = u3Z, and by 2.8(3), Z(Fj 1 Fw) = 
Fj _L Fw. Repeating the above construction with Fj = L, replacing L, , gives a 
line Fk CR with Fk # Fj so that Z(Fk 1 Fw) = Fk 1 Fw. Note that Fj 1 Fw # 
Fk 1_ Fw, otherwise w E R. It is now clear that .ZL = .ZFw = Fw = L. We have 
established (1). 
(2) In order to show that z E d(R), it suffices by 2.1 to prove that either 2 
or -2 has fixed space containing P. Since P has anisotropic lines, it is enough, 
by 1.3, to show that ZL = L for all lines L of P. This follows from (1) via linear 
algebra. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 3.15. Suppose u E G and that W 2 P is a regular, isotropic 
subspace with dim W 2 3. If ,Z E G is unipotent with zi E CDC(G), then .Z / W = 
1 w* 
Proof. Put W = H _L U with H a hyperbolic plane. By considering W as 
a sum of regular 3-dimensional subspaces each containing H, it suffices to prove 
the proposition for dim W = 3. Put H = L, @L, with L, and L, isotropic 
lines. Choose q and us in G with R, = L, 1 U and R, = L, I U. By 2.3, 
-’ or and (us both commute with u, and a, = upp, u ;r is by 2.13 (2) a nontrivial 
element in DC(o). Clearly & E DC(O). By Section 1, R, C R, + R, C W. So by 
2.4, R, is a plane. 
Now let L be the orthogonal complement of R, in W, and let n C W be a 
degenerate plane with rad II # L. Choose a4 in G with Rd = fl. By Section 1, 
uaW = W and by 2.3, o4 E C(a). Put g5 = u4aao;‘. Clearly o5 E DC(o). So 
O5 E DC(G). By Section 1, R, = 04R, Z W. If R, = R, , then u4R, = R, and 
therefore aaL = L. Since rad R, # L this is impossible by 2.7. So R, $1 R, . 
Now let 2~ CDC(a) b e arbitrary. Since .Z is unipotent, we have by 1.2 that 
&a = oaZ and Zu, = u,Z. So ZR, = R, and .ZR, = R, by Section I. There- 
fore .ZW = W. If R, is regular, then R5 is also regular. Applying 2.4 to 2 1 R3 
and Z 1 R, and noting that .Z is unipotent, gives that Z 1 W = 1 w . So assume 
Rs is degenerate. Since .ZR3 = R, , 2 1 rad R, = 1 ,.@dR, . Since R, is also 
degenerate, .Z / rad R, = lradR, . If rad R, = rad R, , then 
rad R, = rad o,R, = od rad R3 , 
Since rad R, = L, we have by 2.7 that L = rad Rd , a contradiction. So 2 is the 
identity on rad R, @ rad R, . An application of 2.4 to .Z 1 W completes the 
proof. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. Let (TV and u2 be totally degenerate plane rotations in G 
such that CT = ~Q(T~ is regular with res cr = 4. 
If Z E G is unipotent with z E C(e), then z E C(Q. 
Proof. By Section 1, R, + RR, = R. So R is regular, hyperbolic and dim R = 4. 
Let ,X be a unipotent element in G with ZE C(6). By 1.2, Z E C(a). So 
ZR = R by Section 1. Therefore .Z = Z 1 R 1 2 / P. Since R1 C R, P1 2 P 
by 2.1. Therefore, 
a1 = u1 1 R 1 lp and similarly ua = a, 1 R 1 lp . 
It is clearly sufficient to prove that a, / R E C&Z 1 R). Clearly, a, 1 R and u2 1 R 
have even residue. So by 2.4, ui 1 R, u2 1 R and hence u 1 R are in O,+(R). Since C 
is unipotent, Z 1 R is in O,+(R). 
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Now supply R with the structure of a split quaternion algebra and consider 
the homomorphism 
v: O*+(R) + o,+(u) x O,+(U) 
given in 2B. Suppose R, E +Tr . If R, E V, , repeat an argument similar to the one 
given below. Since R, E %‘I , R, E %r by Section 1. We therefore have by 2.22(l) 
and (3), 
with -rl and 7s degenerate plane rotations in O,+(U) and TOTS a regular plane 
rotation. Now put 
Since ,Z 1 R is unipotent, Zr and Za are unipotent elements of O,+(U) by 2.22 (2). 
Since ,?I 1 R commutes with u / R, Zr commutes with ~~7s . Letting W be the 
residual space of 7 7 r s , gives 2; W = W by Section 1. Applying 2.4 to Zr / W 
gives ZIl W= lw. Applying 2.4 to Zr gives Zr = lt, . Clearly therefore 
~(2 j R) commutes with ~(a, 1 R). So 
(2 I R>h I RF I R)% I RF1 E ker YJ = { 311,). 
An application of 1.2 gives that 2 1 R commutes with u1 $ R. Q.E.D. 
4. ACTION OF AN ISOMORPHISM ON DEGENERATE PLANE ROTATIONS 
We turn to the study of the isomorphisms between full groups. 
For i = 1 or 2, let Vi be a regular quadratic space over a$eldFi with char Fi # 2 
and let dim VI = n and dim V, = m be$nite. Denote by Qi and B, the quadratic 
and bilinear forms of Vi . 
Let di be a fixed subgroup of PO(Vi). Denote by Gi its inverse image in 
O(V,) under the projection map P. Note that Gi is a subgroup of O(Vi). For a 
subspace W of Vi, let d(W) denote d,(W) or d,(W) according as W is in V, or 
V, . For a nonempty subset S of Ai or Gi , let C(S) be the centralizer of S in A, 
or Gi . 
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4A. PRESERVATION OF TOTALLY DEGENERATE PLANE ROTATIONS 
In 4A we assume that dim V, = n 2 5 and ind V, 2 2, but make no assumptions 
about V, . Let A, and A, be full subgroups of PO,( V,) and PO,( V,) respectively, 
and let 
A: A, --f A, 
be an isomorphism from A, onto A, . 
PROPOSITION 4.1. We have m 2 5, ind V, 4 2 and char F, = char F1 _ 
Proof. Suppose first that charF, = 0. By 3.8, choose a totally degenerate 
plane rotation o in G, , satisfying, (3 E K’(a). Clearly, e E DC(G), and by 2.11, 
c? has infinite order. Put Aa = 2 with ZY in Ga . By 3.10 some power Z1 of Z 
satisfies: Z1 is nontrivial, unipotent and Zr E DC(&). Applying 3.11 gives 
dim(rad R,‘) 2 2. So ind Vz 2 2 and m 2 4. If m = 4 then R,’ = R,’ n P1’ 
by 2.1. This implies that R,’ = PI’ is a plane. So Z1 is a totally degenerate plane 
rotation. Since Zi E DC(Z,), we have a contradiction by 3.9. So m 2 5. By 
3.1A, A, and therefore, Fz is infinite. If charF, f 0, we obtain a contradiction 
by applying 3.5 to A, and 3.7 to PO,(V,). 
Suppose that charF, # 0. Applying in succession 3.8, 2.13 and 1.2 shows 
that D2A, # 1 v1 . This implies that m 2 3. We prove now that charF, = 
charF, . Assume this to be false. Applying 3.5 to A, and 3.7 to PO,(V,) shows 
that F1 is finite. By 3.1, therefore, F, is finite. Let char Fi = pi and card F, = pfi. 
Again applying 3.5 to A, and 3.7 to PO,,(VJ gives k,(n - 3) + 1 5 Jrn and 
hence that m 2 6. Since F2 is finite, V, is isotropic. So again by 3.5 and 3.7, 
k,(m - 3) + 1 2 fn. Therefore 2(m - 2) i n and similarly 2(n - 2) 5 m. 
It follows that n 5 4, a contradiction. Proceed now as in the case char Fr = 0 
to complete the proof. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let o E G, be a totally degenerate plane rotation. Then 
- A6 = z 
with Z E G2 totally degenerate. 
Proof. In view of 3.12 and 3.12A it suffices to prove the following: Let II 
be any totally degenerate plane of V, , then there exists a o E Gr with R = II 
such that (16 = ,?? with ,Z E G, totally degenerate. 
(1) We prove here that there is a c1 E G, with R, = n such that AI?, = zr 
with ,& E G, unipotent and dim(rad RI’) 2 2. 
By 3.8, choose q, E Gi with R0 = 17 and (T,, E DC(u,,). Clearly 6” E DC(Q 
By 2.11, a,, has infinite order if char F1 = 0 and order p if char F1 = p a prime. 
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Put /I&, = z,, with .Z,, E G, . By 4.1, char Fi = char F, . Therefore by 3.10 some 
power Zi of Z,, satisfies, Zi is nontrivial, unipotent and J?Yi E DC(&). Therefore 
by 3.11, dim(rad R,‘) 2 2. For some power ui of u0 , -45, = & . Since Pi 3_ P,, , 
R, C R, = IT by 2.1. Since (TV is nontrivial, R, = II by 2.17. This proves (I). 
(2) Suppose dim(rad R,‘) = 2. By 3.13, CDC(&) 2 d(rad R,‘) and by 
3.14, CDC(0,) = d(n). Ch oose therefore u E G, with R = II such that 
Aa = 2 
with 2 E G, and R’ = rad R,‘. Since rad R,’ is totally degenerate, we have the 
required u. 
(3) Suppose dim(rad R,‘) 2 3. Note therefore that ind I’, 2 3 and 
m I 6. 
In this situation we show that o = crl and ,Z = Zi fullfills the requirements. 
It suffices to show that if,5 is any line in rad R’ = rad RI’, then 
(Z - 1+5* c L. 
For once this is shown one has the following: 
Let L, , L, and L, be independent lines in rad R’. Since (Z - 1 “i)‘2Li* CL, , 
it follows that for i # j, 
and therefore that 
(2 - 1 v,yv2 c n (Lo B Lo) = 0. 
ifj 
So (Z - 1 V$)R’ = 0. Therefore R’ C P’ and R’ is totally degenerate by 2.1. 
To complete the proof of this proposition therefore, we take an arbitrary 
line in rad R’ and show that 
(2 - 1 “JL* c L. 
Let L* = L 1 W be a radical splitting of L* and note that W is isotropic. 
Since W is spanned by its isotropic lines and since L C rad R’ Z P’, it is enough 
to show that 
(2 - 1 $L’ c L 
for any isotropic line L’ of W. We assume this to be false and derive a contradic- 
tion. 
So let L’ be an isotropic line of W such that (,Z - 1 v2)2L’ g L. Consider the 
totally degenerate plane L i L’. Applying (1) to /I-r and the plane L 1 L’ 
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gives a ,.Yz E G, with R,’ = L 1 L’ and a unipotent o2 E G, such that Ao, = Ez . 
By 2.10, choose i EL and j E L’ so that & = Ei,j . By 2.8, 
and 
.(,Z-lE,‘) = .ZEi $-lE< -j = Ei =j-j , 
(zZ2.2-1Z;-1)Z =- Ei,,C-‘E,,-,Z :~ Ei,,mmz-ll .
If Ei,Ej-j = Ei,j-x-lj, then by 2.8(3), 
Ei,z,-2j+z-‘j =_ Ei,~,_j’i,-j.+~-~j - 1 v, . 
So by 2.8(2), Cj - 2j + Z-lj E F,i. Since F,i = L C rad R’ C P’, 
Z2j - 2zj' -I- j = .Z(&'j - 2j -+ Z-y) E F,i. 
So (Z - 1 yzrL’ _C L, a contradiction. Therefore Eiazjj-? f Ei,j-z-li , and by 
2.6 and 1.1, Eiszjpj # Ei,j-s-lj 
We have therefore shown that 2 does not commute with &z-l&‘. By 2.8(3) 
however, Z.&Z1 = Ei,xj commutes with 2;’ ==: Ei,+ . Therefore Z.L’z~-l 
commutes with 2;‘. Now put Z; = .CZzZ-1Z;1 and note that Za = Ei,zj-j. 
Recall that 0 = + and hence that R = II is a totally degenerate plane. 
Also recall that c2 is unipotent. Since LZ’J-l commutes with &l, it follows 
from 1.2 that uo2u-l commutes with aa’. Putting (Jo = ~u~u-~u;~, we have by 
Section 1 that a, is unipotent and consequently by 2.6 that rad R, # 0. Since 
z does not commute with Zz,Y1~$, it is clear that u does not commute with 
o,u-~u;~. So by Section I and 2.13, R n u2R = 0 and B,(R, u,R) # 0. By 
2.2, R, = R @ u2R, so dim R, == 4. Applying 1.4 gives that rad R, is a plane. 
To summarize: Under the assumption that (Z - 1 v8)2L’ g L, we have 
constructed 
c&Ed, Zi3Eff2 
ug unipotent, with with res .Zs = 2 and 
res u3 = 4 and rad R, a plane R,’ degenerate 
such that AI?, = L?~ . 
This construction now leads to the desired contradiction as follows: 
Applying 3.13 gives A(rad RJ C CDC(0,). Assume first that R,’ is totally 
degenerate. By 3.14, CDC(&) = A(R,‘). Since 
ACDC(G,) = CDC(&), 
choose ,J& in G, with R,’ = R,’ such that klEO = O0 , where u0 in GI has 
R. = rad R, . Applying 3.12A to & and Go gives that kl& = G4 with a4 E GI 
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and R, = rad R, . Since G.4 = Oa , we have u3 = uq by 1.1. This contradicts the 
fact that R, # rad R, . 
Finally assume that rad R,’ is a line. By applying (1) to the plane rad R, , we 
may pick a q, in G, with R, = rad R, such that AO, = z0 with &, E G, uni- 
potent and dim(rad R,‘) 2 2. Since O(rad RJ C CDC(ii,), &E COC(&). Let 
P,’ = rad R,’ 1 U be a radical splitting of Pa’, refer to 2.1. Since rad R,’ is a 
line, dim U = m - 3. Since U* is isotropic and ind V, >= 3, it follows that Z: 
is isotropic. Now 3.15 gives that P,’ 2 U. So R,’ _C U* by 2.1. So rad R,’ c 
A,’ C U*. Since U* is regular with dim U* = 3 and rad R,’ is totally degenerate 
with dim(rad R,‘) 2 2, we have a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let o E G, be a totally degenerate plane rotation. Then 
with Z E G, a totally degenerate plane rotation. 
Proof. By 4.2 put (16 = z with ZE G, totally degenerate. By 2.17, res 2 
is even. It is clear that res I= > 0. If res .Z = 2, we are done. We now assume 
that res .Z 2 4 and produce a contradiction. So note that ind V, 2 4. 
Applying 2.16, gives a totally degenerate plane 17 in V, such that ZII + Il is 
regular with dim(ZU + n) = 4. Choose Z1 in G2 with R,’ = 17 and put 
By Section 1 and 2.2, R,’ = z%I + II. So .& is regular and res Za = 4. By 
Section 1 and 2.13, .ZZiZ-1 and 2;’ do not commute. By 4.2 as applied to fl-l 
and Z1 , we may choose a totally degenerate q E G, such that &, = & . Put 
~a = (J(T~(T-~~;~ and note that /lo, = .& . 
(1) Assume R n o,R # 0. So by Section 1 and 2.13, u commutes with 
~i~+o;~. Since Z is totally degenerate, Z is unipotent by 2.6. By 1.2 therefore, 
,Z and ZIZ-lZ;l commute and hence .Z2 = ZZIZ-lZ;l is unipotent. Since .Zz is 
regular however, this contradicts 2.6. 
(2) Assume R n olR = 0. By 2.15, R 0 a,R is either regular or totally 
degenerate. If R + a,R is totally degenerate, then B,(R, a,R) = 0, so by 
Section 1 and 2.13, u commutes with q~-io;~. Proceeding as in (1) gives a 
contradiction. So R + uIR is regular, and by 2.14, u2 = u~,u-~u;’ has R, = 
R + u,R. 
Put W = Xl + l7. Note that W is regular, dim W = 4 and ind W = 2. 
Since ind V, 2 4, W* is regular with ind W* 2 2. Now let U be any totally 
degenerate plane in W* and let .Z,, E G, have R,’ = U. Applying 4.2 to A-i and 
Z,, gives a totally degenerate element u,, E Gi such that &?,, = ,& : By 2.3, 
& E C(&). So G, E C(0,). By 2.6, q, is unipotent, thus by 3.16, 5, E C(e). 
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So zi?,, E C(zc?). By 2.6, Zs is unipotent and therefore by 1.2 and Section 1, 
ZU = L’. So ZLJ = U for all totally degenerate planes U of W*. So clearly 
,?YL = L for all isotropic lines of W* and thus by 43:lO of [24], .Z / W* = & lw* . 
By 2.6, Z j W* = lw*. So P’ 2 W* and therefore R’ C W by 2.1. This however 
is a contradiction since W is regular with dim IV = 4 and R’ is totally degenerate 
with dim R’ 2 4. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let II be a totally degenerate plane of V, . Then there 
exists a unique totally degenerate plane II’ in Vz such that 
AA(n) = A(n,). 
Proof. Apply 4.3 and 3.12A. The uniqueness of II’ follows from 1.1 and 
2.6. Q.E.D. 
This proposition completes Section 4A. We introduce next, semifull groups, 
and study the action of an isomorphism on certain subsets d L of totally degenerate 
plane rotations. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let V = VI or P’s, suppose that ind V 2 2 and let 
dim V = n. A subgroup G of O,(V) is called semifull if for every totally 
degenerate plane Il of V, there exists a CJ E G with R = I7. A subgroup d of 
PO,(V) is said to be semifull, if d = PG for some semifull subgroup G of 
QdV). 
Note that (for ind V 2 2) full => semifull. 
DEFINITION 4.6. Suppose that d, and d, are semifull subgroups of PO,(Vl) 
and PO,,( V,) respectively and let fl: d, + d, be an isomorphism from d, onto 
d, . We say that A has the preseraation property if for any totally degenerate 
plane I7 of V, , there is a unique totally degenerate plane II’ of V, such that 
AA(I7) = .A(17’), 
and if the correspondence II + II’ is one-one, onto the set of totally degenerate 
planes of V, . 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Suppose n 2 5 and ind VI 2 2. Let A, be a full subgroup 
of PO,( VI) and let A, be a full subgroup of PO,( VJ. Suppose 
is an isomorphismfrom A, onto A, . Then m 2 5, ind V, 2 2, char F, = char Fl , 
and A has the preservation property. Moreover if A is a semifill subgroup of 
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PO,(VJ contained in A, , then AA is a semifull subgroup of PO,(VJ and 
has the preservation property. 
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of the definitions and, 4.1, 
and 4.4 as applied to A and (1-l. Q.E.D. 
Let V be V, or V, and let dim V = n. Let A be any subgroup of PO,(V) and 
let G be the inverse image of A in O,(V) under P. Suppose L is an isotropic 
line of V. Denote by A, the set of 5 in A such that CT E G and R is a totally 
degenerate plane of V, containing L. For a totally degenerate subspace W of V, 
denote by A[Wj the set of 0 E A such that o E G and R is a plane in W. 
If A, is a subgroup of PO,(VJ A, is a subgroup of PO,(VJ and L is an 
isotropic line of V, or V, , A, will denote (AJL or (A&, as L is in V, or V, . 
If W is a totally degenerate subspace of V, or V, , A[Wj will have similar 
meaning. 
4B. ACTION OF AN ISOMORPHISM ON THE SETS A, 
In Section 4B, we assume that n 2 5, ind V, >= 2, m 2 5 and ind V, 2 2. 
We let A, be a semifull subgroup of PO,(V& A, a semifull subgroup of PO,(V,) 
and 
A: A, --t A, 
an isomorphism from A, onto A, . 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Suppose A has the preservation property. 
Let I71 and II2 be totally degenerate planes in V, with dim(l7, -+ I7J = 3 and 
rad(nl + IT,) = II1 n II2 a line. 
Then either dim(l7,’ + I7,‘) = 3 with rad(&’ + 17,‘) the isotropic line L’ = 
17,’ n fls’, OY dim(l7,’ + II,‘) = 4 with W’ = 17,’ + IIS’ totally degenerate. 
Moreover, if u E G, is any plane rotation satisfying 
then A5 = 2 with Z~E G, satisfying 
(1) resZ = 2 with rad R’ = L’, OY 
(2) resZ=4 with R’= W’. 
Proof. The assumptions about U1 and & imply that there is a hyperbolic 
plane H in V, such that n, + 17, = L 1 H with L the line fl, n II, . 
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Choose a1 and u2 in Gr with R, = l7r and R, = II, . By the preservation 
property and 2.17, we can choose Z1 and & in Ga with R,’ = 17,’ and R,’ = IIz‘ 
such that 
fla, = c 1 and /lo, = z2 . 
By 2.13, err and us commute. By 1.2 therefore, so do Zr and Za . So by 2.13, 
either R,’ n R,’ # 0 or R,’ n R,’ = 0 with B,(R,‘, R,‘) = 0. 
Assume R,’ n R,’ # 0. Since A has the preservation property I&‘ f D,‘, 
so R,’ n R,’ is a line. Suppose R,’ + R,’ is totally degenerate. Then by 2.14, 
ZYO = &Z’s is a totally degenerate plane rotation. Put a0 = a,as . By 2.14, o,, is 
a plane rotation which is degenerate but not totally degenerate. Since rl6, = z0 , 
we have by 1.1 a contradiction to the fact that /l has the preservation property. 
Therefore Ii,’ + R,’ is not totally degenerate. We have established the first part 
of the proposition, namely the properties of U,’ + 17,‘. 
Now put L’ = R,’ n R,’ if dim(R,’ + R2’) = 3 and W’ = R,’ + R,’ if 
dim(R’,’ + R,‘) = 4. 
Let 0 E G1 be any plane rotation satisfying 
R, n R, = rad R C R C R, + R, . 
We show that A6 = 2 with 2 E G, satisfying the required properties. 
(I) We show first that if Za is a totally degenerate plane rotation in Ga 
which commutes with both 2; and Ze , then .Z’a commutes with Z: 
In view of 1.2 and the fact that fl has the preservation property if suffices to 
prove that if ~a is a totally degenerate plane rotation in G1 which commutes with 
both (or and o2 , then o3 commutes with (T. 
Assume first that both R, n R, # 0 and R, n R, # 0. If either R, = R, 
or R, = R, , then clearly R, I L = rad R and we are done by 2.13. So assume 
R, n R, and R, n R, are both lines. If R, 3 L, then R3 n R, and R, n R, are 
distinct, so clearly R, C R, + R, . Since R, + R, = L 1 H has only 2 totally 
degenerate planes, namely R, and R, , we have a contradiction. So R, Z L, and 
by 2.13, 0s commutes with o. 
Assume R, n R, = 0 or R, n R, = 0. Put IJ~ = (or+ . It follows from 2.14 
that R, is a plane with L = rad R,, C R, C R, + Rz . Clearly R,, n R3 = 0. 
Since era commutes with u,, , B,(R, , R,,) = 0 by 2.13. Again by 2.13 either 
Bl(R3 , RI) = 0 or B1(R3 , RR,) = 0. Since R, , R, and R, are distinct planes in 
L 1. H and since R CL 1 H, we have B,(R, R3) = 0. Therefore by 2.3, oa 
commutes with cr. This completes part (1). 
(2) We assume that RI’ n R,’ = 0 with R,’ + R,’ = IV’ and complete 
the proof in this situation. 
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LetL, c w’be any isotropic line and choose totally degenerate plane rotations 
Za and &, in G, such that R,’ C w’, R,’ C IV’ and L, = R,’ n R,‘. By 2.3, 
Za and Za commute with both Zi and Za . So by (l), Zs and k?Yd commute with 2. 
Therefore by 2.12, 
ZR,’ = R3’, ZR,’ = R,’ and detZI R,’ = detZ{R,’ = 1. 
SoZL,=L,andthereforeby 1.3, ~~W’=c~l~~withol~~a.SincedetZ~R~’=l, 
01 = f 1. Since z = -2, replace Z by -Z, if necessary, and assume that 
Z/W’= lw,. 
We prove next that (2 - 1 V,) PI’ _C R,‘. Put PI’ = RI’ 1 c’. By 2.1 this is 
a radical splitting of PI’. Since w’ is totally degenerate, ind V, 2 4. It follows 
that U is isotropic. It suffices therefore to let J be any isotropic line of PI’ and 
show that 
(Z - 1 v,)JC R,‘. 
Since Z/ w’ = lw,, we can assume that J $ R,‘. Choose an isotropic line L, 
in R,’ A J* and let Z5 in G, have R,’ = L, 1 J. By 2.10, we may put Z; = 
E,,w with L, = F,i and J = F,w. Since R,’ n R,’ # 0, .?Y5 commutes with .Z% 
by 2.13. By 2.1, (RI’)* = PI’. So B,(R,‘, R,‘) = 0 and therefore by 2.3, Z5 
commutes with .Zr . By (1) therefore, Z5 commutes with .Z. So by 2.8, 
By 2.8(2), .Zw - zir E F,i, and hence (Z - 1 V,) J CL, C R,‘. So indeed 
(Z - 1 v,)Pl’ C R,‘. 
A similar argument gives (Z - 1 V,) Pz’ C R,‘. Since R,’ n R,’ = 0, PI’ + P2’ = 
V, by 2.1. Thus 
(Z - 1 “,)Vz C R,’ + R,’ = W’. 
So R’ C IV‘. By 2.17, res .Z is even. Since A has the preservation property R 
cannot be a plane. Therefore R’ = IV’, completing (2). 
(3) We assume that R,’ n R,’ = L’ is a line and complete the proof. 
By 2.13, IJ commutes with o1 and (TV . So by 1.2, Z commutes with ,Zr and Zz . 
By Section 1, Z /L’ = (YIP, with 01 c&a . We assert that 
(a2 - 1 ,%)(L’)* c L’. 
Since ind I’, 2 2, it suffices to show that (& - 1 V,> J CL’ for any isotropic 
line J in (L’)*. So let J C (L’)* b e an arbitrary isotropic line. If J = L’, then 
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since L’ 1 L’ = al,, , it is clear that (LY.Z - 1 V,)J _C L’, so assume J # L’. Choose 
Zd in G, with R,’ = J J- L’. By 2.10, put 
4 = Ei,w with F,i = L’ and F,w = J. 
By 2.13, L’* commutes with both t; and &, . So by (l), .& commutes with 2:. 
Therefore, by 2.8, 
By 2.8(2), (c+.Z - 1 V,)w E F2i = L’, and the assertion is proved. 
Denote by R, and P, , respectively, the residual and fixed spaces of olz: 
Since (L’)* is a hyperplane of V, , dim R, 5 2 and therefore dim P, 2 m - 2. 
Since m 2 5, P, contains an anisotropic vector, say x. Since 
Qdx) = !A?(~-% = +22(4~ a = fl. 
Replacing Z by -Z if necessary, gives cy. = 1 and res ,Z 5 2. If (Z - 1 yI)(L’)* = 0 
then P’ = (L’)* and R’ = L’ by 2.1. This is impossible by 2.17. So 
(Z - 1 y2)(L’)* = L’. Since R’ # L’, this implies that res 2 = 2. Since 2 1 L’ = 
1 ’ L’ _C R’ n P’, so L’ C rad R’. Since A has the preservation property, it 
fillows that R’ cannot be totally degenerate. So rad R’ = L’, completing the 
proof. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Suppose A has the preservation property. 
Let u be a plane rotation in G, with rad R a line. Then 
with ZIE G, and either res 2 = 2 with rad R’ a line, or res Z = 4 with R’ totally 
degenerate. 
Proof, Choose totally degenerate planes IYl, and 17, in V, so that 
17,nl7a = radRCRC17,+17, 
and apply 4.8. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Suppose A has the preservation property. 
Let L be an isotropic line of V, . Suppose that a E GI is a plane rotation with 
rad R = L such that 
with .Z E G, and res Z = 2 with rad R’ = L’ a line. Then 
AA, = A,, . 
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Proof. Let or in G1 be a plane rotation with R, totally degenerate and R, 3 L. 
Since A has the preservation property, we have using 2.17, 
with Zr E G, and R,’ a totally degenerate plane. Put u0 = uui . By 2.10 and 2.8, 
ot, is a degenerate plane rotation. By 4.9 or the preservation property, (15, = & 
with C, in G, degenerate with res ,Y = 2 or totally degenerate with res .Z = 4. By - 
2.6, Z,, is unipotent and by Section 1, resZ.Zi 2.4 <m. Since & = ZZr , we have 
& = ,ZZr by 1 .l. By Section 1, R,’ C R’ + R,‘. If res A’,, = 4, R,’ = R’ + R,‘. 
This is impossible since RO’ is totally degenerate, whereas R’ is not. So res &, = 2. 
Therefore by 2.2, R’ n R,’ # 0. Since rad R’ = L’ is the unique isotropic 
line of R’, R,’ 2 L’. 
We have proved that Ad, C A,, . Now consider A-l and repeat the proof 
above. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Suppose that A, is full and that A has the preservation 
property. 
Suppose there exist isotropic lines L, in V, and L,’ in V, such that AA, = A, f . 
Then for any isotropic line L in VI , there is an isotropic line L’ in Vz suci that 
1 
Proof. Let L be an arbitrary isotropic line of V, . 
(1) We prove the proposition in the case B,(L, L,) = 0. We assume that 
its conclusion is false and produce a contradiction. Since A, is full, we have 
by 4.9 and 4.10 that ind V, 2 4. By applying 2.14(2) and the preservation 
property, ind V, 2 3. 
Now note that L # L, , embed L @L, in a regular subspace W, of VI with 
dim W, = 4, and let H = L, @L, be a hyperbolic plane in WI*, with L, and 
L, denoting its isotropic lines. Choose u3 and a, in G1 with R, = L 1 L, and 
R, = L J- L, . Put ua = uau4 . It follows from 2.14, that uz is a plane rotation 
in Gr with rad R, = L and R, CL 1 (L, @ LJ. Put R, = rad R, J- K with 
K in L, @ L, an anisotropic line, and choose u1 E G, (A, is full) with R, = L, J-K. 
By 2.13 (2), u1 and us do not commute. 
By the preservation property choose totally degenerate plane rotations ,Zs 
and & in Ga so that &a = & and ACr, = & . By 4.9 and 4.10, we have AC, = 
za with Zs E Ga totally degenerate and res Za = 4. Since za = za,& , Za = Za,& 
by 2.6 and 1.1. Therefore R, = R,’ @ R4’ by Section 1. Consideration of the 
planes L, 1 L, and L, 1 L, , the hypothesis AA,l = A, 8 and 4.8, yields that 
Ao, = z1 with Z; in G, a plane rotation with rad R,’ = t,‘. By 2.13(3), u1 and 
ua do not commute. Neither do C, and Za by 1.2. So by 2.13, R,’ n R,’ = 0. 
Similarly R,’ n R,’ = 0. 
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Now set u = 0ioa . SinceR,=L,~KandR,=L~K,RC(L,iL)_LK 
by Section 1. By 2.4, ur and ua are in O,+(V,). So again by 2.4, res IJ is even. It 
follows that R is a degenerate plane. By 4.9 or the preservation property, we 
may put AC = z with Z in G, either a degenerate plane rotation or a totally -- 
degenerate element with res Z == 4. Clearly z = ,Z&, . Since ind V, 2 4, 
m 2 8 and res .ZJa < m by Section 1. So by 2.6 and 1 .l, 2‘ = ,ZJa . Since 
Z2= Z;‘Z, R,’ C R,’ + R’. If R’ is a plane then since R,’ is a plane that is 
not totally degenerate, we have a contradiction to the fact that R,’ is totally 
degenerate with dim R,’ = 4. It follows that R’ is totally degenerate with 
dim R’ = 4. If R’ = R2’, then since Z, = ZY;r, R,’ C R,’ by Section 1. 
This contradicts the fact R,’ is not totally degenerate. Thus R’ f R,‘. 
Now let CQ,EG~ have R, =L IL,. SinceLiL,_LL, andLiL,iL, 
are both totally degenerate, it follows from 2.14(2) that CQCJ~ and cruo4 are both 
totally degenerate plane rotations. By 2.2 and the preservation property of A, 
we may put AC?, = ,& with Z0 E G, , Ro’ a totally degenerate plane, and R,’ n R,’ 
and R,’ n RR,’ both lines. Since AA, = ALl, , R,’ > I,,‘. Since R,’ n RJ1 == 0, 1 
we have 
L,’ C R,’ C R,’ @ R,’ = Rzr. 
Since R,’ is a degenerate plane with rad R,’ = L1’, R,’ FT R,’ = L,‘. Since 
Z = ZrZa , R’ C R,’ 1 R,‘. Therefore 
U = R’ + R,’ = R,’ + R,’ 
is a 5dimensional space. Put R,’ = L,’ 1 K’ with K’ anisotropic. If K’ were 
orthogonal to either R’ or R2’, then clearly R’ or R,’ would be the unique totally 
degenerate, 4-dimensional subspace of U, which of course contradicts the fact 
that R’ # R,‘. Since R’ C U, ZU = U by Section 1, and similarly ZaU = U. 
It follows from 2.1 and 2.6 that 2 1 U and ,Zz ) U are transvections with residual 
spaces (2 - 1 .,)K’ and (Za - 1 v,)K’ and fixed spaces R’ and R2’, respectively. 
By I .3.3(l) of [27], (Z j U)(Z;’ 1 U) has residual space 
(‘r - 1 “JK + (Zs - 1 “JK’. 
Since Z; = .Z.Z;r, it is clear that 
(2 - 1 v,)K’ + (& - 1 ,,)K’ C R,‘. 
Since L,’ = rad R,’ is the unique isotropic line in RI’, we have 
L,’ = (2 - 1 &C = (Zs - 1 “JK’. 
By applying Section 1 to Za / U, we have &RI’ = R,‘. By 2.6, .& is unipotent. 
So det(,& ) R,‘) = 1. By 2.12 therefore, Zz commutes with .Zr . So by 1.2, uz 
commutes with CJ~ . This contradicts a fact from earlier in the proof. We have 
proved (1). 
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(2) If B,(L, L,) # 0, L @L, is a hyperbolic plane. Since ind I’, 2 2, 
choose an isotropic line L, C (L @L,)* and apply (I) twice. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Suppose A, and A, are bothfull and that A has thepreserva- 
tion property. 
Assume that not both V, and Vz are &dimensional hyperbolic spaces. Then for any 
isotropic line L of VI there is an isotropic line L’ of V, such that 
AA, = A,, . 
Proof. We assume that V, is not 8-dimensional and hyperbolic. If this is the 
case repeat the argument below with k1 replacing /l. 
In view of 4.11 it suffices to find isotropic lines L in V, and L’ in V, so that 
Let 0 E Gr be any degenerate plane rotation with rad R a line. By 4.9, 
AC? = z with Z E G, and either res .Z = 2 with rad R’ a line, or res Z = 4 
with R’ totally degenerate. In the first case we are done by 4.10. So suppose 
that res ,Z = 4 with R’ totally degenerate. Since V, is not a hyperbolic space, 
m 2 9. Since dim P’ = m - 4, P’ contains anisotropic lines. Let L, be an 
anisotropic line in P’. Since ind V, 1 2, L,* is isotropic. If ZL, = L, for all 
isotropic lines of L,* then by 43.10 of [24] and 2.6, P’ 1 L,*. This contradicts 
the fact that res Z = 4. So let L, be an isotropic line in L,* so that ZL, @ L, is 
a plane. Since .Z is totally degenerate, .ZL, @L, is a totally degenerate plane. 
Since .ZL,* = L,*, L, is orthogonal to ZL, @L, . 
Since A, is full, choose Zr E G, with R,’ = L, 1 L, . By 2.10, we may put 
21 = Ei,w with F,i = L, and F,w = L, . Put Zz = .Z.Z1.Z-lZ’;‘. By 2.8 and 2.9, 
Since F,(w - Qz(w)Zi) and Fz( -w + Qz( w 2 are is mc ) ‘) d’ t’ t 1’ mes in (ZL, @L,) _L L, , 
we have 2.2 that 
R,’ = F,(w - QJw)Zi) @ F,(-w + Q.Jw)i). 
Since R,’ n (ZL, @L,) # 0, R,’ is a degenerate plane. Since R,’ is not totally 
degenerate, rad R,’ is a line. 
Applying 4.9 to & and (1-l we have a u2 E G1 with res (TV = 2 and rad R, a 
line or res ~a = 4 with R, totally degenerate, such that flo, = & . If res (TV = 2 
with rad R, a line, we have the required L and L’ by 4.10. So assume that 
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res 0s = 4 with R, totally degenerate. Choose ur E Gr such that AZ, = & _ 
Note that 
so 02 = uqu -l -I. By 2.6, u2 is u Ul m ‘p otent and by Section 1, res UIJ~U-~O;~ < n. 
Therefore (us = (s(~ru-ra;~ by 1 .I. By Section 1, R, _C R + qR. By comparing 
dimensions, R, = R + u,R. This is a contradiction since R, is totally degenerate 
and R is not. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.13. Suppose A, is full and that A has the preservation property. 
Assume that both VI and V, are g-dimensional hyperbolic spaces. Then either 
(1) for every isotropic line L of V, there is an isotropic line L’ of V, such that 
AA, = A,, , OY 
(2) for every isotropic 1ineL of VI there is a totally degenerate subspace W’ of 
V, with dim W’ = 4, such that 
AA, = A[W’]. 
Proof. If (1) holds for one isotropic line of VI then by 4.11 it holds for all, 
We therefore assume that (1) is not the case for any isotropic line of VI . 
Let L be any isotropic line of VI . Choose totally degenerate planes 17, and & 
in VI such that dim(U, + n,) = 3 and rad(n, + fl,) = L. Since A, is full, 
apply 4.8 and 4.10 to get that n,’ $ l7,’ is totally degenerate with 
dim(fl’,’ + n,‘) = 4. 
Now consider the set of all totally degenerate planes 17’ in V, such that IT 
is a totally degenerate plane in VI with n 2 L. Let w’ be the subspace of C-a 
spanned by the planes II’. Note that W’ contains n,’ + fl,‘. We prove first 
that w’ is totally degenerate. This implies that dim w’ = 4, since dim Vi : 8. 
Since V, is finite dimensional there are finitely many totally degenerate 
planes Ur , na ,..., II, in VI all containing L, such that 
IV =: 17,’ + II* + ‘.. + 17,‘. 
We show that B,(nj’, 17,‘) = 0 for any i and j. Suppose that this is false. 
So B2(IIi’, flj’) # 0 for some i and j. Choose oi and uj in G, with R, r=- r;ri 
and Rj = I7, . Since I& n II, > L, ci and ci commute by 2.13 (2). Put AGj =-- zi 
and AO, = zj with Ci and .Xj in G, satisfying Ri’ = U,’ and Rj’ = nj’. By 1.2, 
Zi and ,Zj commute. If Ri’ n Rj’ = 0, B,(R,‘, Rj’) = 0 by 2.13(3), a contra- 
diction. So Ri’ n Rj’ # 0. Since B,(R,‘, Rj’) # 0, it is clear that Ri’ n Rj’ is a 
line. Now let Z,, = Z$Yj. By 2.14(2), Zg is a plane rotation with rad R,’ = 
Ri’ n Ri’. Note that 4.8 applies to A-l, the planes Ri’ and R,‘, and the transfor- 
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mation .Zs in G, . Since Ri and Rj intersect nontrivially we have by 4.8 a plane 
rotation a,, in G1 with rad R. = Iii n Rj = L, so that Aa, = & . An application 
of 4.10 contradicts the assumption made at the beginning of this proof. Therefore 
IV’ is totally degenerate and dim IV’ = 4. It follows from the definition of W 
that 
AA, c A[W]. 
To complete the proof, we let Z in G, be an arbitrary plane rotation with 
R’ C IV’, choose by the preservation property a totally degenerate plane rotation 
u in G1 so that Aa = z, and prove that R 1 L. 
Embed L in a hyperbolic plane H and choose isotropic lines L, , L, ,..., L, 
so that 
V, = H 1 (L, + ... + L,). 
For each i with 1 4 i 5 6, choose ui E Gi with Ri = L 1 Li . Since L C Ri 
for all i, put /lai = zi with ,.?Yi in G, and Ri’ a totally degenerate plane in IV’. 
By 2.3, ZZi = ZJ’ for all i. So by 1.2, uui = uiu for all i. By Section 1, aRi = Ri 
for all i. By 2.6,~ is unipotent. Therefore u 1 L = 1, , and u 1 R, is a transvection 
with residual space contained in L. So 
(u - 1 YJ(Rr + *.a + R6) CL. 
If (0 - bJR1 + ... + R,) = 0, then res (T 5 1 which is not the case. So 
L _C R. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.14. Let v: A, - PGO,(V,) be a monomorphism. 
(1) Let A’ be the fullgroup PO,(VJ. Iff or every totally degenerate plane II 
of V, , pAI C A’(n), then CJI = idAl. 
(2) Let A,, be a semifull subgroup of PO,( VI) contained in A, . If q~ j A,, = 
idAo , then q~ = idd 1. 
Proof. We, prove (1). Let @ E A, with u E Gi be arbitrary. Let II be any 
totally degenerate plane of Vi and choose (or in G, such that R, = 17. By 
Section 1, CTCT~U-~ in G, has residual space ~17. Put ~0 = z with 2 E GO,(V). 
By hypothesis, TL?~ = z1 with R,’ = II and v(&?ie-‘) = zz with R,’ = UII. 
Clearly z, = ZZJ-1. By 2.6 and 1.1, & = Z,ZJ-1. By Section 1 therefore, 
a17 = Z7. So u-i,&‘17 = l7 for all totally degenerate planes n of V, . By 
43.10 of [24] therefore, 6 = 2, completing the proof of (1). 
We now prove (2) by showing that (1) applies. So let n be an arbitrary totally 
degenerate plane of V, and let u1 E Gi be any element with R, = II. Since d,, 
is semifull there is a 6, E A,, with q, E O,(V,) and R, = 17. By hypothesis 
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+, = 6, . Now put & = 2, with?& E GO,( VJ. Applying 2. I2 and 1.2 to ~a 
and or gives that 
So C&To) = C,J&). N ow let U be any totally degenerate plane of V, with 
fl n U # 0. Let 6a E d, satisfy ug E O,(V,) and R, = U. By 2.13, 6, E C,fi,,). 
So O2 E C,Jzl), By 1.2, &5’r = +a .Soby2.12,Z1U -= lJanddet(Zr / U) = 1. 
Now let L be any line of n. Embedding L in two distinct totally degenerate 
planes of V, gives ZIL = L by applying the above. So by 1.3, &IYI = Cal, with 
olE&. SincedetZrIIT=l,ol- 51. Since & x -Zr , replace Zr by -Zr 
if necessary, and assume that .X1 1 17 = In . Now let L be any isotropic line of 
I’, that is not in U. Since L* n I7 + 0, we may embed L in a totally degenerate 
plane U of VI with U n 17 + 0. From above ZIU === U and det Zr j U = 1. 
SinceXJi:= In, it follows that Z; / U is a transvection with residual space 
contained in l7 n U. Therefore 
(lYl - 1,)LCIIn UCII. 
Therefore (Zr - 1,)L C I7 for all isotropic lines L of VI . So R,’ C 17. It is 
easily seen that ,Z’r E O,( VI) and that therefore by 2.17, R,’ = 17. An application 
of (1) completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Suppose g is a semilinear isomorphism from VI onto V, with field isomorphism 
p from Fr onto F2 . Note that therefore n = m. We say that g is orthogonal if 
for some o( e&a , 
for all x in V, . 
Assume now that g is orthogonal. The equations 
cDg(u) = gag-’ and t&J) = gug-1, 
define group isomorphisms @, from GO,( V,) onto GO,(VJ and G, from 
PGO,( V,) onto PGO,( V,). It is easy to see that Qs takes O,( VI) onto O,( V,) 
and, taking derived groups, that @g takes O,‘( V,) onto O,‘(VJ. If V, and V, 
are hyperbolic, it follows from Section 1 that Dp, takes GO,+(VJ onto GO,+( VJ. 
Analogous facts hold for gg . 
Note that if u E GO,( V,), then D,(u) E GO,,,( Vz) has residual space gR and 
fixed space gP, 
PROPOSITION 4.15. Suppose that A has the preservation property and that for 
any isotropic line L in VI there is an isotropic line L’ in V, such that 
AA, = A,, . 
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Then there is an orthogonal semilinear isomorphism g from VI onto V, such that 
The gg with this property is unique. 
Proof. (1) We show first that the map ’ given above is a one-one corre- 
spondence from the set of isotropic lines of V, onto the set of isotropic lines of 
V 2’ 
Suppose that ind V, = 2. Let J be any isotropic line of V, . By 2.14(2) we can 
find a plane rotation 2 in G, with rad R’ = J. Applying 4.9 and 4.10 to A-l and 
Z gives an isotropic line L in VI such that /Id, = A,. So ’ is onto in this case. 
Now assume ind VI 2 3. By the preservation property, 2.14(2) and 1 .I, 
ind Va 2 3. Again let J be any isotropic line of V, and let U be a totally 
degenerate subspace of V, with dim U = 3 and U 2 J. Let n,’ and 17,’ be 
totally degenerate planes of V, contained in U with 17,’ n Lla’ = J. By 2.14, 
1.1 and the preservation property it follows that fl, n L7a is a line, say L. By 
hypothesis 
AA, = A,. 
So indeed ’ is onto. The fact that ’ is one-one follows by considering A-i. 
(2) Let W be any totally degenerate subspace of V, and put 
w = L, f ‘.. +L, 
withL, ,..., L, isotropic lines of V, . Set IV = L,’ + ... + L,‘. 
We show that ’ is a well defined, one-one correspondence from the set of 
totally degenerate subspaces of V, onto the set of totally degenerate subspaces 
of Va . 
Note that if W is a line or a plane then this new ’ agrees with the old. Refer 
to the preservation property. 
We prove first that ’ is well-defined. Let L, ,..., L, be isotropic lines in Vi . 
We claim that L, + .‘. + L, is totally degenerate o L,’ + ... + L,’ is totally 
degenerate. This follows the following consideration: If Li and Lj are distinct 
isotropic lines of I’, , then B1(L1 , Lj) = 0 0 Li @L, is a totally degenerate 
plane o (Li @ L,)’ = Li’ @ Li is a totally degenerate plane o B,(L,‘, L,‘) = 0. 
Assume now that L 1 ,...,Lk are isotropic lines of VI with L, + ... +L, 
totally degenerate. We show next by induction on k, that if L is any isotropic 
line of V, , then 
LcL,+ .‘. +L, -Lj CL,’ + ... j--L,‘. 
This is clear if k = 1 and 2. So assume k 2 3. Since L CL, + **. + L, , 
481/5x/r-18 
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L CL, + J with J a line in L, + ... + L, . So by the induction hypothesis 
L’ _C L,’ + J’ with J’ CL,’ + ... + L,‘. Clearly therefore, 
L’ c L,’ + ... -t L,‘. 
The other direction is proved similarly. 
It follows from the considerations above that ’ is well-defined and one-one. 
Since the correspondence ’ of (1) is onto, so is the ’ of (2). 
Now applying Theorem 8.6(H) of [37] and the fundamental theorem of 
projective geometry. e.g., 4.2.5 of [27], we have an orthogonal semilinear 
isomorphism g: V, + I’, such that gL = L’ for all isotropic lines L of Vi . 
Clearly therefore g17 = 17’ for all totally degenerate planes n of I’, . Now 
consider the composite 
A, L A, 3-A PO,( V,). 
It follows that 4.14(l) applies to this monomorphism. So A = @, j A, . Then 
uniqueness of @g follows from the considerations above and the uniqueness part 
of 8.6 of [37]. Q.E.D. 
4C. APPLICATION TO THE TRIALITY AUTOMORPHISMS 
In 4C we assume that Vl is a hyperbolic space with n = 8 and that Vz = V, . 
Let V = V, = V* . We let A be a semifull subgroup of PO,(V) that is contained 
in PO,‘(V). 
Supply V with the structure of a Cayley algebra with identity e and let p1 
and pa be the automorphisms of PGO,+( V) given in 2.25. Let E E O,(V) be 
defined by Ex = 2, where N is the canonical involution of V. Let E = G, and 
note that the restrictions of E are automorphisms of PGO,+(V) and PO,‘(V). 
Recall from 2.25 that vi and QJ~ are also automorphisms of PO,‘( V) by restriction. 
Let 9 be the set of isotropic lines of V. Denote by Q the form of V, and let 
%T~=(iV/i~V,i#O,Q(i)=O}and %?,={Vi~i~V,i#O,Q(i)=O} be 
the two classes of intransitivity for O,+(V), refer to 2.18. 
Finally let plA = A, and vzA = A, . It follows from 3.2 and 4.7 that A, and 
A, are semifull subgroups of PO,(V). 
PROPOSITION 4.16. Let i = 1 or 2. 
(1) For each L E 9’ there is a WE 5~7~ so that 
and L + W defines a one-one correspondence from 9’ onto %Ti , 
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(2) Let j = 1 or 2 with j # i. Then for each T E Vj there is a U in V:i so that 
&VI = 44 
and T --t U defines a one-one correspondence from PZj onto 9~7~ . 
The correspondences of (1) and (2) are independent of the particular semifull 
group A. 
Proof. We prove the proposition for i = 1. The argument for i = 2 is 
analogous. It suffices to prove (1) and (2) for A = A, = PO,‘(V). By 3.2 and 
4.7, both vi : PO,‘(V) -+ PO,‘(V) and ~~ : PO,‘(V) --z PO,‘(V) have the 
preservation property. 
Let a be a vector in I’ satisfying a $Fe, Q(u) = 1 and Q(a -- e) = 0. Then 
Fa @Fe is a plane with radical F(a - e). Set u = r,r, . By 2.2, R = Fa @Fe. 
Clearly (T E O,‘(V). Applying 2.26 gives ~~0 = zi with Z = h, . By 2.19, 
res Z = 4 and R’ = (a - e)V E Vi . Choose totally degenerate planes U, and 
Ir, in V so that 
By 4.8,17,’ + I&’ = R’. 
Now denote by %? the set of totally degenerate, 4-dimensional subspaces of I’. 
Recall from Section 1 that V is the disjoint union of V, and %?s . It follows from 
above that v1 is not the restriction of a G, . By 4.15 and 4.13 therefore, we have 
that for each L E 2 there is a WI E %’ so that 
41. = 4W,l. 
A moment’s reflection over the definitions of A, and A[ WI] shows that L --f WI 
defines a one-one correspondence from 2 into V. Denote its image by g1 and 
note that R’ E B1 n %Yl . Repeating the above argument with vz: PO,‘(V) -+ 
PO,‘( I’) gives for each L E 2 a W, E g so that 
4~ = 4W,l. 
Again, L --f W, defines a one-one correspondence from JZ into %‘. Denote its 
image by 2s . Again, 9s n V, # 0. By 2.24, we have the following equations 
in Aut PGO,+( V): 
IpI2 = 9$2 = 3 = 1 9 9w2 = 9)2EJ F2Pl = v1c* 
Now let T in ~8~ be arbitrary. Choose L E 2 so that 
~24 = WI. 
Applying IJ+ to both sides gives 
vATI = ~~19~24 = 9324L 
= ~~AEL = API 
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for some U E 9a . Since qr2 = 1, we have that T - U defines a one-one 
correspondence from g2 onto 23s . 
To complete the proof it remains to show that 9, : (%r and B2 = en . 
Let g E O,+( 17) and u E O,‘(V) be arbitrary. Since q+ is defined on PGO,+( V), 
Put q+ g = gi with g, E GO,+(V). So 
Let WE 9?r be arbitrary and put v,d [ W] = A, for L E 9. We now have 
Since v12 = 1, A[gW] = F~A,~~ = A[ U] for U E ~3~ . It is clear that gW = U 
and that thereforegw E 9r . Sogal C .5$ . Repeating withg-l givesgal = C@r .
Therefore $3, = ~23~ for all g E O,+(V). Similarly gg2 = g2 for all g E O,+(V). 
Since 9r n %‘r # @ we have by the fact that O,+(V) is transitive on Vl that 
V, C B1 and similarly that V, C 5B2 . To show that Zl = 9r and %“, = s2 it 
suffices to show that g1 n g2 = e. Suppose this is false. So choose WE ‘6 
so that 
~14, == 4Wl = PEALE 
for L, and L, in 2. Applying q+ to both sides gives 
VOCALS = vlwf~~ = VOCALS = ALL . 
So da, = Al . This contradicts facts developed above. Q.E.D. 
5. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
Let V, and V, be regular quadratic spaces overjelds of characteristic not 2 with 
dimensions n and m, respectively. 
THEOREM 5A. Suppose n 2 5 and ind VI 2 2 and exclude the case where 
both V, and V, are a-dimensional and hyperbolic. 
Let A, be a full subgroup of PO,( V,) and A, a full subgroup of P0,(V2) and 
suppose that 
A:Al+A, 
is an isomorphism onto A, . 
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Then there exists an orthogonal semilinear isomorphismg from VI onto V, such that 
The @, with this property is unique. 
Proof. Apply 4.7, 4.12 and 4.15. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5B. Suppose both VI and V, are S-dimensional hyperbolic spaces. 
Fix a Cayley algebra structure for V, and let v1 and v2 be the associated triality 
automorphisms of PO,‘( V,). 
Let A, be a full subgroup of PO,(VI) and A, a full subgroup of PO,( V,) and 
suppose that 
A: A, - A, 
is an isomorphism onto A, . 
Then there exists an orthogonal semilinear isomorphism g from VI onto V, such 
that either 
(1) A = Gg / A,; or A, C PO,‘(V,), and A, C PO,‘(VJ and either 
(2) fl = Y@, I A, or (3) A = F@~ / A, . 
The @, with this property is unique and (l), (2) and (3) are mutually exclusive. 
Proof. By 4.7, /l has the preservation property. Now refer to 4.13. If (1) 
holds proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5A. So suppose (2) of 4.14 holds. We 
show first that the required g exists. Let G, and G, be defined as in the beginning 
of Section 4. 
Let G,’ be the subgroup of G, generated by the degenerate plane rotations of 
G, . Put A,’ = PG,‘. Since G, is full, A, is a full (and therefore semifull) subgroup 
of PO,(V&. By 2.10 and 2.8, A,’ C PO,‘(V,). Let AA,’ = A,‘. By 4.7, A,’ is a 
semifull subgroup of PO&V,). Since fl has the preservation property we have 
A,’ C PO,‘( V,) by 4.9 and 2.17. 
Let L be an isotropic line of 1; . Since 4.13(2) holds for /l, 
for some totally degenerate, 4-dimensional subspace W of V, . For V, , let 
%‘r and %‘, be defined as in 4C. We suppose that WE %r and show that (2) of the 
theorem holds. If WE ‘e, a similar argument gives (3). Consider 
By 3.2, PO,‘(V,) is a full group. So by 4.7, P)~ has the preservation property 
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and &,’ is a semifull subgroup of PO,(V,). Since ‘pr = p);‘, we have by 4.16 
that there is an isotropic line L’ of V, such that 
Consider the composite map 
p,A: A,’ --f q+A,‘. 
Since A and v1 have the preservation property so does q+l. Since 
we have by 4.13 and 4.15 that there is an orthogonal semilinear isomorphism g 
from VI onto V, such that 
Denote by q~r the extension of q1 to GO,+(VJ, refer to 2.25. Since v12 = 1, we 
have by remarks preceeding 4.15, an isomorphism 
&: PGO,+( VI) + PGO,+( VJ 
such that P,G~ / A,’ = A 1 A,‘. Now let A,+ = A, n PO,+(V,) and A,+ = 
da n PO,+( V,). Consider 
p)l@gA-l: AA,+ -+ PGO,+( V,). 
Since this map is the identity on the semifull, group A2’, we have by 4.14 (2) that 
q$,A-l 1 AA,+ = idAAl+ and therefore vri6, 1 A,+ =: A 1 A,+. Clearly quip,&+ C 
PGO,+( V,). So by Section 1, 
AA,+ C PGO,+( V,) n PO,( V,) = PO,+( V,). 
So Ad,+ _C A,+. Repeating the above argument with (1-r gives Ad,+ = A,+. 
We prove next that d, C PO,‘(VJ. Since A / A,+ = q+&, / A,+ it then 
follows that A, C PO,‘(VJ. We show first that A, C PO,+(VJ. We do this by 
showing that AA, C A,+. This implies that A, = A,+ and since Ad,‘- = A,+ 
that A,+ q = A, . We proceed. Let 3 E A, be arbitrary and put A? = z with 
,Y E G, . Recall that JAI), = A,[Wj with WE VI . Using remarks preceding 
4.15, 
JA,),, = /I(~?(d,),a-~) = zA,[W] z-l = A,[ZWJ 
Since (A,),, C Al’, Az[ZW] C A,‘. So (A,),, = (Al’)oL and A,[ZW] = A,‘[Zw]. 
Therefore, 
(l(Al’)oL. = A,‘[ZW]. 
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Since d 1 d,+ = ~JJ@~ 1 dr+, we have 
Since d,’ is a semifull subgroup of POs(Vr) contained in POs’(Vr), G&’ is 
a semifull subgroup of P0JV.J contained in PO,‘(V&. Since 
we have by 4.16, that ZW E %‘i . So W and .ZW are both in %I . By Section 1 
therefore, ZE O,+(Ir,). We have proved that .kl, C As+, and therefore that 
4, = AIf. 
Now suppose there is a 0 E d,+ with 0 $ PO,‘( V,). Clearly G@ E PO,+(V,) - 
PO,‘(Vs). So by 2.27, & = v@JG) $ PO,(V,). Since (la ELI, C PO,(V,), this 
is a contradiction. Therefore d, L PO,‘( V,). 
This completes the proof of the existence of g with properties (l), (2) or (3). 
It remains to prove that $g is unique and that (l), (2) and (3) are mutually 
exclusive. 
If $V 1 d, = plGh [ d, , then a moment’s reflection shows that 4.16 gives a 
contradiction. The same is true if (1) and (3) hold simultaneously. Assume 
9)1Gg i 4 = ~2% I 4 
with A, C PO,‘( VI). We may apply q1 to both sides of the equation, giving 
3, ( A, = &&A, = w&t I A, = vn%h I A, 3 
by using certain formulas used in the proof of 4.16. This is impossible as just seen. 
Finally we show that m, is unique. Suppose for example that v@, / A, = 
&& / A, with A, C POs’(VJ. Applying ~t to both sides gives, since vi2 = id, 
An application of 4.15 now gives Gg = Gh . So @g is unique. The other possi- 
bilities are handled similarly. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5C. Suppose n 1 5 and ind VI 2 2 and let V, be arbitrary. 
Suppose GI is a subgroup of O,(VJ with sZ,(I/,) _C G, C O,(VJ and G, is a 
subgroup of 0JV.J with Qn,( V,) C G, C O,(V.J. Let 
A: G, -+ G, 
be an isomorphism onto Gz . Then there is an orthogonal semilinear isomorphism g 
from VI onto V, and a homomorphism x from G, into 1% 1 v,} so that 
Au = x(u) gag-’ 
for all u E G, . 
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Proof. Using nonprojective analogues of 3.5 and 3.7 and proceeding as in 
the proof of 4.1, we have ind V, 2 2 and therefore by 43:10 of [24], that 
Cen Gr = Gi n {& 1 rl) and Cen G, = G, n (&I “,}. 
Clearly therefore, fl induces an isomorphism 
A-: PG, + PG, 
onto PG, by the equation 
A(6) = Au for all o E Gr . 
By 3.2, PG, and PG, are full subgroups of PO,( V,) and PO,( Va), respectively. 
Therefore Theorems 5A or 5B apply to A. If 2 = Gg 1 PG, for some orthogonal 
semilinear isomorphism g from V, onto V, , it is easy to complete the proof of 
this corollary. 
We assume therefore that we are in the case where both Vi and Va are 
%dimensional hyperbolic spaces and that (2) or (3) of Theorem 5B applies to /1. 
Since V, has ind V, = 4, it is clear that there is a regular plane I;r in Vi with 
discriminant one. So by 55:7, 55:4 and 55:6a all of [24], there is an involution 
(z E G, with R := 17. Since II* is isotropic and Gr is full, let o1 E Gr be a degen- 
erate plane rotation with rad R, a line and R, C fl*. By 2.1 and 2.3, CI and or 
commute. Now put flu = 2 and /la, = L‘r with 2 and Z; in G, . Note that Z 
is an involution in G, which is not in Cen G, , so that P’ # 0. Note also that Z; 
commutes with L’. Clearly, ~%?i = zr . By applying 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.15 and the 
“mutually exclusive” part of Theorem 5B to /I we have that zr = zz with L’a 
totally degenerate and res Z; = 4. Clearly C, = k-Z; . Therefore Za commutes 
with L’:. By 1.4 of [25] both R’ and P’ are regular. So by Section 1, 
If/z* 1 P’ = I,, ) then it follows easily that Za i R’ is a totally degenerate element 
of O(R’) with res(L; ~ R’) = 4. Since dim R’ 5 7, this is impossible. So L’a ) P’ 
is a nontrivial totally degenerate element of O(P’). This implies by 2.17 that 
ind P’ 1 2. Since P’ is regular and G, is full, choose a degenerate plane rotation 
.Za in G, with rad R3’ a line and R3’ C P’. By 2.3 and 2.1, Z; commutes with Z: 
Now choose a, in Gr so that clu, = Za and note that us commutes with u. By 
applying 4.9, 4.10, 4. I 1, 4.15 and the “mutually exclusive” part of Theorem B, 
to A-1, we have that & = O4 with uq totally degenerate and res u4 = 4. Clearly 
u4 = &us . Therefore uq commutes with u. So by Section I, 0~17 = II. Applying 
2.17too,/flwehavethatu,j17- In. Therefore U, j L7* is a totally degenerate 
element in 0,(17*) with res(ua / L7*) = 4. Th is contradicts basic properties of 
quadratic spaces. The possibility that il satisfies either (2) or (3) of Theorem B is 
therefore ruled out. Q.E.D. 
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Remarks. If one or V, of V, is not S-dimensional hyperbolic, then the result 
of Corollary SC holds for arbitrary full subgroups G, of O,( Vi) and Gaof O,( V,), 
the proof being virtually the same. 
This is no longer true if both Vi and V, are 8-dimensional and hyperbolic. 
Counterexamples can be constructed over nondyadic local fields using the results 
of Section 5 of [16], observation 2.5 of [26], and Theorem 6 of [20]. 
The chief difficulty, regarding the description of the isomorphisms in this 
situation, is the fact that the triality automorphisms of POs’(V,) do not “lift” 
to Os’(V,). They do however “lift” to Spin,(VJ, refer to [35]. It is possible to 
describe all “exceptional” isomorphisms of full groups in terms of these “lifted 
triality” automorphisms, this however will not be discussed here. 
6. EXTENSION TO CHARACTERISTIC 2 AND COUNTEREXAMPLES 
In Section 6, we extend the theory to include characteristic 2. The results 
will be stated without proofs, the proofs being, aside from isolated complications, 
in essence the same as those given earlier. The paper concludes with series of 
counterexamples. 
We refer to Section 1 and introduce notation. Let V be a nondegenerate 
quadratic space over a field F of arbitrary characteristic. Let Q be the quadratic 
form, B the bilinear form and let dim V = n be finite. For a subspace W of V 
we define 
rad W = {x E W / B(s, W) = Q(X) = O}. 
Note that rad V = 0. We say that W is degenerate if rad W # 0 and that W is 
totally degenerate if W # 0 and rad W = W. 
Define the rank of V, rank V, to be codimension of V* in V. It follows that 
rank V = n if char F + 2 and rank V is even if char F = 2. The Witt index, 
ind V, of V denotes as usual the dimension of a maximal totally degenerate 
subspace of V. For further basic concepts and properties, particularly in charac- 
teristic 2, add [7] and [l l] to the list of references given in Section 1. 
We let O,(V) be the orthogonal group of V and a,(V) its commutator 
subgroup. Refer to Section 1 and consider 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let G be a subgroup of O,(V). 
Suppose n 2 3 and ind V 2 1. We say that G is a full subgroup of O,(V) 
if for any degenerate plane IT of V there is a nontrivial (T in G wity R = 17 
ifI7nV*=OandRCIIifIInV*#O.Supposen13,indV=Oand 
rank V 2 2. Here F is infinite and we say that G is fdl if G is infinite. Finally 
if n 5 2 or if rank V 5 1 (in the last case O,(V) = (fl v}) any subgroup G of 
O,(V) is said to be fun. 
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A subgroup .4 of PO,(V) is called full if A = PG for a full subgroup G of 
QsV)- 
Refer to 3.1 and note that the definitions coincide if char F # 2. 
EXAMPLES 6.2. Let V be a nondegenerate quadratic space. Exclude the 
following cases whenF = [F,: n = 4, ind V = 2; and n = 5, ind V = 2. Let G 
be any subgroup of O,(V) satisfying 
Q,(V) C G C O,(V). 
Then G is full. 
Remark. In the first excluded case one can show that O,f( V) and O,(V) 
are the only full groups of O,(V) and therefore that Q,(V) is not full. In the 
second case O,(V) is the only full group and consequently Q,(V) is not full. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Example 3.3 of Section 3 carries over to characteristic 2 
without change. 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Example 3.4 of Section 3 carries over to characteristic 2 
without change. 
As to the isomorphism theorems, Theorem 5.A cannot carry over without 
change to include characteristic 2, due to, 
EXAMPLE 6.5. The following can be extracted from [6], particularly Exer- 
cise (2) pages 228-229. 
Consider a real Euclidean space V with dim V = 6 and the root system Es . 
Let M be the Z-lattice spanned by EB . Then O,(M) = W x {Al,} where W 
is the Weyl group of E, . 
(1) Reduction mod 3 gives a regular, 5-dimensional quadratic space VI 
over 5, with ind V, = 2 and an isomorphism 
O,(M) - 05( VI) 
onto O,( V,). 
(2) Reduction mod 2 gives a regular, 6-dimensional quadratic space V, 
over IF, with ind V, = 2 and a surjective homomorphism 
o&w - O,(VJ 
with kernel (& IV}. 
Composition gives a surjective homomorphism 
WVI,) - ObP2) 
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with kernel { & 1 V,}. We therefore have an isomorphism 
9: POEi Vl) -+ PO,( VJ 
onto PO,( V,). 
The above example is essentially the only one of this type however: 
Let VI and V, be arbitrary nondegenerate quadratic spaces with finite dimen- 
sions n and m, respectively. 
THEOREM 6.A. Suppose that rank VI 2 5 and ind VI 2 2, and exclude the 
case where both VI and V, are 8-dimensional and hyperbolic. 
Let A, be a full subgroup of PO,(V& let A, be a full subgroup of PO,,(VJ and 
suppose that 
A: A, + A, 
is an isomorphism onto A, . 
Then, but for the exceptions listed below, there is an orthogonal semilinear iso- 
morphism g from VI onto V, such that 
The Gg with this property is unique. 
Remark. Orthogonal semilinear isomorphism has the same meaning here 
as in the remarks preceding 4.15. 
Exceptions. The only exceptions are the v and v-l of Example 6.5; both of 
these composed with suitable di,‘s; and the restriction of these mappings to the 
groups PsZ,( V,) and PI&( V,). 
THEOREM 6.B. Theorem 5.B extends to characteristic 2 without change. 
Since the nonprojective and projective groups are the same in characteristic 2, 
the analog of Corollary 5C, and the subsequent remark are already contained 
in the theorems above. Note the differences, between characteristic 2 and not 2, 
in the eight-dimensional hyperbolic situations. 
We now list series of examples to show that the various assumptions of 
Theorems 5A and 5B and their extensions (6A, B) to characteristic 2 are actually 
necessary. 
(I) Field theoretic examples to show that ind VI 2 2 is necessary. 
(A) Let VI be a real quadratic space with dim VI = 4 and ind VI = 1. 
By (8) page 112 of [12], 
PQJV,) N PSL,(C). 
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Since Aut @ is not solvable neither is Aut/Inn of PSL,(C). If all automorphisms 
of PsZ,( V,) where Gg’s, then since Aut [w = 1, 
Aut PQ,( V,) = PGO,( V,). 
This in turn implies that Aut/Inn is solvable for PQd(V1). So P&( V,) has 
automorphisms that are not $O’s. This example is due to Wonenburger [38]. 
(B) Let V, be a real quadratic space with dim I’, = 6 and ind V, = 1. 
By (3) page 109 of [12], 
PQ,( VI) c? PSL,( W) 
where W is a real quaternion division algebra. The argument of (IA) can now be 
repeated to show that PsZ,(Vr) has automorphisms that are not Gs’s. (Use [17].) 
(2) Field theoretic examples in characteristic 2, to show that rank V, 2 5 is 
necessary. 
Let Fl be a field of characteristic 2 and let VI be a nondegenerate quadratic 
space overF, with rank V, = 4, ind V, = 2 and dim VI = 5. Then example (5) 
page 110 of [I 21 can be extended to characteristic 2 to give an isomorphism 
PQ,( VI) N PSp,(W,) 
where IV, is a regular alternating space over Fl with dim IV, = 4. 
Now suppose that the field index [Fl : F12] = I is finite, so 1 = 2”, and let 
V, be a nondegenerate quadratic space over Fl with rank Vz = 4 and Qa( V,*) = 
Fl . Note that this makes dim V, = m == 4 $ 2”. Putting V, = WT 1 Vz*, 
we have by page 54 of [ 1 I], an isomorphism 
PO,,,,( VJ cI1’ PSp,( W,). 
Combining isomorphisms, we have 
PQ,(Vl) N PO,(V,). 
It can be shown that this isomorphism is not a $g . If m > 5 this is obvious. 
If m = 5, then Fl is perfect and this isomorphism is the orthogonal version of 
a symplectic isomorphism discovered by Tits. Refer also to [28]. 
(3) An integral example in the regular situation to show that n 2 5 is 
necessary. 
Let V, be a regular quadratic space overF, with dim VI = 4 and ind Vr =: 2. 
Make VI into a generalized split quaternion algebra. This can be done for 
arbitrary char Fl , refer to [2]. 
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It can be shown that there is a base {xi , x2 , xa , x4} for Vi such that 
- 
- 
283 
is a multiplication table for V, and such that 
ro 0 i 01 
v= I 0001 1000 1 in {x1 , x2 , x3 , x4). 
0 1 0 0 
It is easily checked that 
defined by [“, f] + ax1 + /3x2 + n x4 - yx, is an isomorphism taking “deter- 
minants to norms.” By restriction therefore, 
where G = {a E V 1 Q(a) = I}. R e f er now to the short exact sequence 
I + ((1, l), (-1, -1)) --+ G x G - O,‘(V,) - 1 
given by Johnson [19], page 1082. (This extends also to characteristic 2.) 
Letting O,‘(F,) be the matrix analog of O,‘(V,) via {xi , x2 , x3 , x4} and going 
matricial, gives a surjective homomorphism 
SL,(&) x SJ52(&) -+ 04’(J5) 
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with kernel ((1, I), (-1, -l)}. N ow let o be an integral domain with quotient 
field F, and assume that o is “square closed” i.e., if a: E Fl with u2 E o, then 
a: E o. It now follows that restriction yields a surjective homomorphism 
SL,(o) x SI40) - O,‘(o) 
with kernel ((1, l), (-I, -l)), w h ere O,‘(o) is the group of integral unimodular 
matrices in O,‘(F,). 
Now let M = ox1 + ox2 t- oxs -t ox4 and set O,‘(M) = O,(M) A O,‘( Vi). 
By 3.1, 2.8 and 2.10, PO,‘(M) is full. 
“Going projective” gives the commutative diagram 
PSL,(F,) x PSL,(F,) N PO,‘(Vl) 
T t 
PSL,(o) k PSL,(o) = fYq(M) 
the vertical arrows denoting inclusion. 
Now specialize to o = K[X] a polynomial ring over a field K. Note that K[X] 
is square closed since it is integrally closed. By Reiner [32], refer also to Dull [13], 
we have that PSL,(o) has an automorphism @ which cannot be lifted to an 
automorphism of PSL,(F,). Let B be the automorphism of PO,‘(M) determined 
by(@,l).Ifewereaifi,, then 0 would extend to PO,‘(Vl). This can be shown 
to imply that @ lifts to PSL,(F,). 
Therefore the full subgroup PO,‘(M) of PO,‘( VJ has automorphisms that are 
not Gg’s. 
Finally we give 
(4) Examples showing that the assumption of fullness is necessary in anisotropic 
situations. 
Consider the Euclidean spaces W, [w7 and KP, and let Ms , Ms , and Ma be the 
free Z-modules spanned, respectively, by E6 in W, E7 in [w7 and E8 in IF!*. Now 
let V, , I’, and V, be the Q-spans of E, , E, and E, in W, lw7 and W, respectively. 
Since the PO(MJ are finite subgroups of PO(VJ, they are not full. 
Referring to Section 4, pages 228-229 of [6] and to 6.5, we have, 
(4 PW’) = PW’42) 
where V is a regular quadratic space over IF, with dim V = 5 and ind V = 2. 
PI PW’) = PO,W2), 
where V is a regular quadratic space over ff, with dim V = 6 and ind V = 2. 
CC) PO,(V) = PO7W2)~ 
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where V is a nondegenerate quadratic space over F, with dim V = 7 and 
ind V = 3. Refer to [l l] page 54 for the fact that 
where V is a regular quadratic space over F, with dim V = 8 and ind V = 4. 
Note that none of the above isomorphisms is a Gg , since even the existence 
of g is made impossible by the fact that one of the underlying fields is Q and the 
other F, . 
Note added in proof. In the context of this paper, full groups are significant primarily 
for it > 3 with v isotropic. Definition 3.1A (and the added complication it involves) was 
added because it made it possible, without much extra effort, to state and prove the 
isomorphism Theorem SA (refer to Section 5) without any assumption (e.g. isotropy, 
dimension) on the second underlying space V, . 
Two more interesting examples of exceptional automorphisms, both relevant to the 
situation at hand, have come to my attention. Let I/ be a regular quadratic space with 
ind V = 2 over a field F. 
(1) Suppose there is an automorphism p of F and a homomorphism v from P 
into P such that 
for all N in P. 
It is then possible (utilizing the fact that V can be given the structure of a split quaternion 
algebra) to define an automorphism of O,+(V) which does not have standard form. This 
example, and examples of fields satisfying the conditions, are due to Hua, refer to [12] 
pp. 101-103. This shows that Corollary 5C fails for n = 4. 
(2) Utilizing the surjective isomorphism 
PGO,+(V) ---f PGL,(F) x PGL,(F) 
one can define automorphisms of PGO,+(v) which induce exceptional automorphisms of 
PQ4(v) via restriction. Refer to Wonenburger [38]. This provides a field theoretic 
example showing that Theorems 5A (and 6A) are false for n = 4. 
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